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ABSTRACT
We present ionized gas kinematics for 708 galaxies at z ∼ 1.4 − 3.8 from the MOSFIRE Deep Evolution Field
survey, measured using models which account for random galaxy-slit misalignments together with structural
parameters derived from CANDELS Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imaging. Kinematics and sizes are used to
derive dynamical masses. Baryonic masses are estimated from stellar masses and inferred gas masses from dust-
corrected star formation rates (SFRs) and the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation. We measure resolved rotation for 108
galaxies. For the remaining 600 galaxies we use models based on HST imaging structural parameters together
with integrated velocity dispersions and baryonic masses to statistically constrain the median ratio of intrinsic
ordered-to-disordered motion, V ∕�V ,0. We find V ∕�V ,0 increases with increasing stellar mass and decreasing
specific SFR (SSFR). These trends may reflect marginal disk stability, where systems with higher gas fractions
have thicker disks. For galaxies with detected rotation we assess trends between their kinematics and mass,
SSFR, and baryon surface density (Σbar,e). Intrinsic dispersion correlates most with Σbar,e and velocity correlates
most with mass. By comparing dynamical and baryonic masses, we find that galaxies at z ∼ 1.4 − 3.8 are
baryon dominated within their effective radii (RE), withMdyn/Mbaryon increasing over time. The inferred baryon
fractions within RE , fbar , decrease over time, even at fixed mass, size, or surface density. At fixed redshift, fbar
does not appear to vary with stellar mass, but increases with decreasing RE and increasing Σbar,e. For galaxies
at z ≳ 2, the median inferred baryon fractions generally exceed 100%. We discuss possible explanations and
future avenues to resolve this tension.

Keywords: galaxies: kinematics and dynamics — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: high-redshift

1. INTRODUCTION
A key open question in galaxy formation and evolution is

how galaxy structures arise and evolve over time. Today’s
massive star-forming galaxies are assumed to form by the col-
lapse of baryons within dark matter halos (e.g., White & Rees
1978, Fall & Efstathiou 1980, Blumenthal et al. 1984), result-
ing in thin, smooth stellar disks. However, the exact details of
how baryons and dark matter interact throughout the galaxy
disk formation process are not well understood. Constrain-

∗ Email: sedona@mpe.mpg.de
† Alfred P. Sloan Fellow
‡ Hubble Fellow

ing these physical processes and testing different formation
models requires direct studies of galaxies at earlier times.
Recent work shows that massive star-forming galaxies in

the early universe look very different from their local coun-
terparts. In particular, at z ∼ 1 − 3, the peak of cosmic star
formation rate (SFR) density in the universe (e.g., Madau &
Dickinson 2014), massive star-forming galaxies are generally
smaller (e.g., Williams et al. 2010, van der Wel et al. 2014a),
have large clumps (e.g., Elmegreen et al. 2007, Law et al.
2007, Genzel et al. 2011, Förster Schreiber et al. 2011, Guo
et al. 2015, 2018), have high gas fractions (e.g., Daddi et al.
2008, Tacconi et al. 2008, 2018), and are baryon dominated
within their disk extent (e.g., van Dokkum et al. 2015, Wuyts
et al. 2016, Genzel et al. 2017, Lang et al. 2017, Übler et al.
2017, Übler et al. 2018). Despite these differences, high-
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2 PRICE ET AL.

redshift massive galaxies do appear to have rotating gas disks,
though they are thicker (e.g., Elmegreen & Elmegreen 2006)
and have higher intrinsic velocity dispersions and increased
turbulence compared to local massive star-forming galaxies
(e.g., Förster Schreiber et al. 2006, 2009, Epinat et al. 2008,
Newman et al. 2013, Green et al. 2014, Wisnioski et al. 2015,
Simons et al. 2016).
Current theoretical models suggest that the thick, gas-rich

disks of z ∼ 1 − 3 massive star-forming galaxies are assem-
bled through smooth, cold-mode accretion or minor mergers
(e.g., Kereš et al. 2005, 2009, Dekel & Birnboim 2006, Davé
2008, Dekel et al. 2009, Oser et al. 2010, Cacciato et al. 2012,
Ceverino et al. 2012). In this framework, the high turbulence
and clumpy morphologies of these galaxies at z ∼ 1−3 could
reflect higher average gas fractions compared to local galax-
ies (e.g., Dekel et al. 2009, Bournaud et al. 2011, Genzel et al.
2011, Genel et al. 2012).
Recent instrumentation advances, including multiplex-

ing near-infrared (NIR) spectrographs such as MOSFIRE
(McLean et al. 2010, 2012) and KMOS (Sharples et al. 2004,
2013), have enabled large kinematic studies at high redshifts
to test these theoretical models. Surveys with MOSFIRE
and KMOS (e.g., MOSDEF, Kriek et al. 2015; SIGMA, Si-
mons et al. 2016; ZFIRE, Nanayakkara et al. 2016; KMOS3D,
Wisnioski et al. 2015; KROSS, Stott et al. 2016; and KDS,
Turner et al. 2017) now provide the kinematics for thousands
of galaxies at z ∼ 1 − 3, augmenting more detailed studies
of smaller samples with higher, adaptive optics assisted spa-
tial resolution (e.g., SINS/zC-SINF, Förster Schreiber et al.
2009; Förster Schreiber et al. 2018; MASSIV, e.g., Contini
et al. 2012; AMAZE/LSD, e.g., Gnerucci et al. 2011). While
these surveys have greatly expanded our understanding of
high-redshift galaxies, many challenges to interpreting these
results remain.
First, themajority of previous high-redshift kinematic stud-

ies are conducted using ground-based, seeing-limited instru-
ments (e.g., MOSFIRE and KMOS). The low spatial reso-
lution of these observations can mask rotation signatures in
small and lower-mass galaxies (Newman et al. 2013), im-
pacting most galaxies with M∗ ≲ 1010M⊙ at z ∼ 1 − 3 as
these galaxies are unresolved under seeing-limited conditions
(van der Wel et al. 2014a). Second, multi-object slit spectro-
graphs (e.g., MOSFIRE) often have a constant position angle
for all slits in a mask, resulting in random galaxy orienta-
tions within the slits which can further mask rotation signals.
Third, fully constraining star-forming galaxy formation mod-
els requires observations of lower-mass galaxies at high red-
shifts. The progenitors of today’s massive star-forming disk
galaxies havemassesM∗ ∼ 109−1010M⊙ at z ∼ 2 (e.g., Leja
et al. 2013, van Dokkum et al. 2013), but currently kinematic
observations of these early, low-mass galaxies are limited to
very small sample sizes.
Fortunately, high resolution space-based imaging allows us

to constrain the structures of high-redshift galaxies by com-
bining the information from the detailed imaging with seeing-
limited spectra (e.g., Price et al. 2016). By leveraging mor-

phology from space-based imaging, it is possible to account
for how much of the galaxy falls outside of the slit due to
misalignment and for the effects of seeing blurring, which en-
ables us to better understand the galaxy components and kine-
matics that are captured in the seeing-limited spectra. This
approach can be applied to galaxies both with and without
spatially-resolved kinematics, and can thus be used to study
the internal dynamics for galaxies over awide range ofmasses
and sizes at high redshifts, as in Price et al. 2016.
In this paper, we use observations from the MOSFIRE

Deep Evolution Field (MOSDEF) survey (Kriek et al. 2015)
to study the dynamical and baryonicmasses and internal kine-
matic structures of a sample of 708 star-forming galaxies at
z ∼ 1.4 − 3.8. Rotation is robustly detected in 108 galax-
ies, after we initially restrict our analysis to galaxies that are
spatially resolved along the slit, and that have rough align-
ment between the galaxy major axis and the slit. We use de-
tailed structural information from Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) imaging from the CANDELS survey (Grogin et al.
2011, Koekemoer et al. 2011) and other ancillary information
to statistically constrain the kinematics of the 98 spatially-
resolved, slit-aligned galaxies without detected rotation and
of the remaining 502 spatially-unresolved or slit-misaligned
galaxies. We investigate how the derived intrinsic rotation
velocities (V ), intrinsic velocity dispersions (�V ,0), and ratio
of intrinsic ordered-to-unordered motion (V ∕�V ,0) correlate
with other galaxy properties, and how these kinematic prop-
erties change over cosmic time. We also compare the derived
dynamical masses with the galaxies’ baryonic masses to infer
the evolution of the baryon and dark matter fraction in galax-
ies as a function of galaxy properties and redshift.
We adopt a ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7,

andH0 = 70 km s−1Mpc−1 throughout this work.

2. DATA
2.1. The MOSDEF survey

This work is based on the complete data set from the MOS-
DEF survey (Kriek et al. 2015), which was carried out from
December 2012 to May 2016 using the MOSFIRE spectro-
graph (McLean et al. 2012) on the 10 m Keck I telescope. In
total, the survey obtained rest-frame optical, moderate resolu-
tion (R = 3000 − 3600) spectra for ∼1500H-band selected
galaxies in the CANDELS (Grogin et al. 2011, Koekemoer
et al. 2011) fields. The full survey details, including targeting,
observational strategy, data reduction, success rate, sensitivi-
ties, redshift measurements, and other sample properties, are
given in Kriek et al. (2015).
Structural parameters for the MOSDEF galaxies are mea-

sured by van der Wel et al. (2014a) fromHST/F160W images
from the CANDELS survey using GALFIT (Peng et al. 2010).
These parameters include the effective radius, RE (using the
semi-major axis length as RE), the Sérsic index, n (Sérsic
1968), axis ratio, b∕a, and the major axis position angle.
The stellar masses and other stellar population parameters

are determined by fitting the 0.3 − 8.0�m multi-wavelength
photometry from the 3D-HST survey (Brammer et al. 2012,
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Figure 1. Stellar mass, log10(M∗∕M⊙), versus (a) log10(SFR∕M⊙yr−1) and (b) effective radius, RE , for the galaxies in our sample. Galaxies
at z ∼ 1.5, z ∼ 2, and z ∼ 3 are colored navy, teal, and light green, respectively. Histograms of log10(M∗∕M⊙), log10(SFR∕M⊙yr−1), and
RE show the distribution of galaxies in each redshift range. Galaxies without Balmer decrement dust-corrected H� SFRs are marked with gray
outlines. The black solid line in the left panel shows the best-fit star-forming main sequence at z ∼ 1.4 − 2.6 from Shivaei et al. (2015). In the
right panel, we show the best-fit mass-size relations for star-forming galaxies from van der Wel et al. (2014a) at z = 1.75 (navy dashed line),
z = 2.25 (teal solid line), and z = 2.75 (light green dashed-dotted line). Our sample spans a wide range of properties, and generally follows the
best-fit relations at these redshifts.

Skelton et al. 2014, Momcheva et al. 2016) with stellar
population models, in the same way as described in Price
et al. (2016) (see also Kriek et al. 2015). Briefly, FAST
(Kriek et al. 2009) is used to fit the flexible stellar population
models (Conroy et al. 2009, Conroy & Gunn 2010) to the
multi-wavelength photometry, using the MOSFIRE redshifts
and assuming a Chabrier (2003) stellar initial mass function
(IMF), a Calzetti et al. (2000) dust attenuation curve, de-
layed exponentially declining star formation histories, and
solar metallicity. We additionally correct the stellar masses
for differences between the GALFIT and total photometric
magnitudes following Taylor et al. (2010) (as in Equation 1
of Price et al. 2016), ensuring self-consistency between the
radii and stellar mass measurements.
Emission line fluxes (e.g., H�, [OIII], H�) are calculated

from the optimally extracted MOSFIRE 1D spectra by fit-
ting the lines and underlying continuum simultaneously with
Gaussian profiles and a linear component. The H� and H�
fluxes are additionally corrected for the underlying Balmer
absorption, using the best-fit stellar population models. More
details on emission line measurements are given in Kriek
et al. (2015) and Reddy et al. (2015).
We use the following ranked approach to measure SFRs

and estimate gas masses (Mgas) for our sample. First, if both
H� and H� are detected (S∕N ≥ 3) and the spectrum trans-
mission at the line is at least 50% of the maximum transmis-
sion, then Balmer absorption-corrected H� fluxes are cor-
rected for dust attenuation using the Balmer decrement, as-
suming a Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction curve (see Reddy
et al. 2015). H� luminosities are then calculated from the

dust-corrected H� fluxes, and H� SFRs are calculated from
the luminosities using the relation of Hao et al. (2011) for
a Chabrier (2003) IMF (Shivaei et al. 2015). Next, if only
one Balmer line (H� or H�) is detected with S∕N ≥ 3, then
we assume the dust attenuation of the nebular regions is re-
lated to the continuum attenuation using the relation between
AV ,neb,Calzetti and AV ,cont,Calzetti by Price et al. (2014). As we
have chosen to adopt the Cardelli et al. (1989) curve for the
nebular attenuation, we convert this relation to account for a
Cardelli et al. (1989) nebular and a Calzetti et al. (2000) con-
tinuum attenuation curve.1 We then use the resulting attenua-
tion AV ,neb,Cardelli to correct the absorption-corrected Balmer
line flux. The Balmer luminosities are then calculated from
the dust-corrected line fluxes. If only H� is detected, we con-
vert the dust-corrected H� luminosity to an H� luminosity as-
suming LH�∕LH� = 2.86 (Osterbrock & Ferland 2006). As
with the above, H� (or H�) SFRs are then determined from
the dust-corrected Balmer luminosities using the Hao et al.
(2011) relation.

1 As we determine the color excess from the observed Balmer decrement
using E(B − V)neb = log10

[

(H�∕H�)obs∕2.86
]

∕
[

0.4 (k(�H� ) − k(�H�))
]

for some reddening curve k(�), for the same observed Balmer decrement we
have E(B − V)neb,Cardelli = 1.18E(B − V)neb,Calzetti. Price et al. (2014) Eq.
2 is equivalent to E(B − V)neb = 1.86E(B − V)cont as the Calzetti et al.
(2000) curve was adopted for both the nebular emission and stellar con-
tinuum, so this converts to E(B − V)neb,Cardelli = 2.2E(B − V)cont,Calzetti.
Since AV = RV ×E(B − V), asRV = 3.1 for the Cardelli et al. (1989) curve
andRV = 4.05 for the Calzetti et al. (2000) curve, the final converted relation
is AV ,neb,Cardelli = 1.68AV ,cont,Calzetti.
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Finally, if neither Balmer line is detected, SFRs from spec-
tral energy distribution (SED) fitting are adopted. In the ab-
sence of detected Balmer lines, these SED SFRs should be
fairly reasonable to use, as Shivaei et al. (2016) show there
is general consistency between Balmer decrement-corrected
H� and SED SFRs for a subset of the MOSDEF sample.
However, we do note that Reddy et al. (2015) find H� SFRs
are systematically higher than SED SFRs for galaxies with
high SFRs or specific SFRs (SSFRs) for a separate MOSDEF
sample subset. To understand the impact of assuming differ-
ent SFR indicators in this ‘ladder’ method, we examine the
agreement between the SFR measurements for the galaxies
at z ∼ 2 which have detections of both H� and H� in Ap-
pendix B. We find that the indicators are generally in good
agreement, though the SED SFRs are∼ −0.23 dex lower than
the Balmer-decrement H� SFRs. (We discuss further impli-
cations of these SFR offsets in Section 5.2 and Appendix B).
While the SFR indicators are not perfectly matched, this stag-
gered method nonetheless allows us to expand the sample
selection from Price et al. (2016) to include galaxies over a
wider range of redshifts, as H� measurements at z ∼ 3 are
not accessible from the ground.
We then estimate gas masses for every galaxy using the

relation ΣSFR ∝ ΣNgas, with N = 1.4 following Kenni-
cutt (1998), as this slope is intermediate between previously-
measured Schmidt-law slopes at z ∼ 1 − 3 (see discussion
in Section 5.1.1). Alternatively, gas masses could be esti-
mated using the scaling relations by Tacconi et al. (2018).
However, we choose to use the Kennicutt relation as we pri-
marily adopt H� SFRs here and not UV+IR SFRs (though
we discuss in Section 5.1.1 how adopting gas masses from
these scaling relations would impact our analysis). Here we
use ΣSFR = SFR∕(2�R2E) and Σgas =Mgas∕(2�R2E),

2 where
we adopt the best-available SFR and RE as the best-fit GAL-
FIT semi-major axis, assuming that the emission-line region
coincides with the stellar continuum.

2.2. Sample selection
We select a kinematics sample from the full MOSDEF sur-

vey using the following criteria. Galaxies are selected in the
redshift ranges 1.34 ≤ z ≤ 1.75, 2.075 ≤ z ≤ 2.6, and
2.9 ≤ z ≤ 3.8, to include galaxies in all three redshift ranges
covered by the survey, with the best possible H� coverage for
the lower two ranges. We next require that each galaxy has at
least one emission line of H�, [OIII]5007Å, or H� detected
with S∕N ≥ 3 and without severe skyline contamination. The

2 We erroneously used ΣSFR = SFR∕(�R2E ) and Σgas = Mgas∕(�R2E ) in
Price et al. (2016). Using the correct surface density definitions and the Ken-
nicutt (1998) relation for a Chabrier IMF, the median log10(Mdyn∕Mbaryon)
for our previous work should be Δ log10M = −0.02 (lower by −0.06 dex),
implying no dark matter (instead of fDM = 8%). Similarly, the intercept
of the Mbaryon-S0.5 relation should be lower by 0.01 dex in log10(S0.5).
Nonetheless, our primary result that galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 − 2 are very baryon
dominated within their effective radii remains unchanged, as does the con-
clusion that a Chabrier IMF is more consistent with the dynamical masses
than a Salpeter IMF.

sample is further restricted to only galaxies withHST/F160W
coverage, as we require structural parameter measurements.
Where possible, we use H� to measure kinematics to provide
a fair comparison with previous studies using H� kinemat-
ics (e.g., Förster Schreiber et al. 2009, Wisnioski et al. 2015,
Stott et al. 2016), but if H� fails the S/N or skyline contam-
ination cuts, we include galaxies with clean [OIII]5007Å or
H� detections (in order of preference).
Additional selection criteria are applied to restrict the sam-

ple to galaxies with high-quality spectra, and structural and
stellar population parameters. First, we only include primary
MOSDEF targets and exclude any serendipitously detected
galaxies. Second, we impose stellar population and structural
parameter quality cuts to ensure the models reasonably match
the data. For the SED fitting, we exclude objects with best-fit
reduced chi-square �2red > 10. We then exclude galaxies with
structural parameter fits where (a) GALFIT failed or reached a
parameter limit, or (b) the difference between the GALFIT and
HST/F160W total magnitudes is greater than 0.5 mag. Third,
we exclude objects within the quiescent region in the UVJ di-
agram (Wuyts et al. 2007, Williams et al. 2009). Fourth, we
exclude AGN from our sample based on X-ray luminosity,
IRAC color, and rest-frame optical emission line ratios (Coil
et al. 2015, Azadi et al. 2017). Fifth, we remove any galaxy
that appears to have an interacting counterpart at a similar
redshift, as these systems may have disturbed kinematics.
The final kinematic sample includes 708 galaxies. Of these

galaxies, kinematics are measured using H�, [OIII]5007Å,
and H� for 493, 210, and 5 galaxies, respectively (with some
objects having combined duplicate measurements of the best-
available line). Within our sample, both H� and H� are de-
tected in 323 galaxies (i.e., Balmer-decrement corrected H�
SFRs are adopted), one Balmer line is detected for 307 galax-
ies (i.e., H� or H� SFRs are estimated using AV from SED
fitting), and no Balmer line is detected for 78 galaxies (i.e.,
SED SFRs are adopted).
The stellar masses, SFRs, and effective radii of our final

kinematics sample are shown in Figure 1, colored by redshift
range. For comparison, we show the best-fit stellar mass-SFR
relation at z ∼ 1.4 − 2.6 by Shivaei et al. (2015) (left panel)
and the best-fit size-stellar mass relations for star-forming
galaxies at z = 1.75, z = 2.25, and z = 2.75 by van der Wel
et al. (2014a) (right panel). The low and medium redshift
galaxies in our sample are in excellent agreement with the
best-fit relation of Shivaei et al. (2015), and overall the sample
shows the expected trend of higher SFRs at higher redshifts.
The galaxies also generally follow the size-mass relations
measured at similar redshifts, though the galaxies at z ∼ 3
are generally smaller than the relation measured at z = 2.75,
as our highest sample redshift range (2.9 ≤ z ≤ 3.8) probes
higher redshifts than presented by van der Wel et al. (2014a).

2.3. Sample spatial resolution
We next measure the PSF-corrected spatial extent of the

highest-S/N emission line for each galaxy, as 2D kinematic
fitting will only yield meaningful constraints if the emission
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Figure 2. Sample classification criteria: (a) spatial resolution/alignment and (b) velocity resolution. For the 2D kinematic fitting sample, we re-
quire the emission lines to be resolved (D50,emis ≥ 0.8×FWHMPSF) and the galaxies to be aligned with the slit (|ΔPA| < 45◦). Galaxies which fail
the resolution/alignment cuts (red squares) are analyzed only using 1D kinematics. The resolved/aligned sample is then split on whether rotation
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Histograms show the property distributions of the resolved/aligned, rotation-detected (blue dashed), rotation-limit (green dashed-dotted) and
unresolved/misaligned (solid red) galaxies. In the left panel histograms, the number of aligned/resolved rotation and velocity limit galaxies is
multiplied by 2 for clarity. Galaxies without Balmer decrement dust-corrected SFRs are marked with gray outlines, as in Figure 1.

line is resolved. By measuring the intrinsic emission line
sizes from the spectra, we directly account for both size vari-
ations between a galaxy’s continuum and emission and for
projection and seeing effects which impact how much of a
galaxy’s light falls within the slit. Intrinsic emission line half-
light diameters are measured following a similar procedure as
used in Simons et al. (2016).
First, we mask skylines and low signal-to-noise cross-

dispersion spatial rows within the 2D spectrum of each
galaxy. Any continuum is then subtracted from the 2D emis-
sion line. We measure the continuum slope from a weighted
linear fit to the 1D spectrum, and then fit the continuum row-
by-row using weighted linear fits where only the intercept is
variable. The observed emission line FWHM is measured
from a weighted fit to a Gaussian profile. The intrinsic half-
light diameter,D50,emis, is then determined by subtracting the
PSF FWHM in quadrature from the observed line FWHM.
For galaxies with observed FWHMs or unmasked spatial
ranges less than the PSF size, we set D50,emis = 0.3 The
distribution of D50,emis∕FWHMPSF versus the galaxy photo-
metric major axis-slit misalignment (|ΔPA|) for our sample
is shown in Figure 2a.
Galaxies are then classified as spatially resolved if they sat-

isfy D50,emis ≥ 0.8FWHMPSF. Simons et al. (2016) demon-
strate that kinematics can be accurately recovered down to
this limit for the typical central S∕N ∼ 15 per pixel for their
sample, and the MOSDEF observations have similar signal-

3 Note that D50,emis is only used for the spatial resolution classification
and not for analysis, so for simplicity we do not adopt an upper limit.

to-noise values. Their finding is consistent with the results
of our kinematic recovery tests presented in Appendix A (see
Figure 9), reinforcing the adoption of this resolution criterion.

3. KINEMATIC MEASUREMENTS
The kinematic properties of our sample are measured from

emission lines (H�, [OIII], or H�) together with the structural
parameters derived from the HST/F160W imaging, using the
3D models and methods developed in Price et al. (2016). For
galaxies that are spatially resolved and aligned with the slit
(|ΔPA| ≤ 45◦), we fit both rotation and velocity dispersion
from the 2D emission lines (Section 3.1). Using these 2D fit-
ting results, we then split the spatially-resolved/aligned galax-
ies based on robust rotation signal detections. Kinematics for
galaxies without detected rotation or which are not spatially-
resolved/aligned are derived from the 1D emission line pro-
files (Section 3.2). We finish by discussing the calculation of
dynamical masses and the method of fitting the ratio of intrin-
sic ordered-to-disordered motions (V ∕�V ,0) for the galaxies
without secure rotation measurements (Section 3.3).

3.1. Resolved kinematics
For spatially-resolved galaxies, the rotation velocity and

velocity dispersion can be measured from 2D spectra. How-
ever, the MOSDEF galaxies were observed with randommis-
alignments between the galaxy major axis and the slit, result-
ing in reduced rotation signatures since part of the galaxy falls
outside of the slit. We thus use the 3D models and methods
developed by Price et al. (2016) to fit the rotation and velocity
dispersion from the 2D MOSFIRE spectra, incorporating the
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Figure 3. Comparison of redshift versus (a) stellar mass, (b) specific star formation rate (SSFR), (c) effective radius (RE), and (d) baryonic mass
surface density (Σbar,e) for resolved/aligned galaxies with detected rotation (blue circles) or with velocity limits (green triangles), and for un-
resolved/misaligned galaxies (red squares). Histograms of z, log10(M∗∕M⊙), log10(SSFR∕yr−1), log10(RE∕kpc), and log10(Σbar,e∕[M⊙kpc

−2])
show the distribution of the resolved/aligned, rotation-detected (blue dashed), rotation-limit (green dashed-dotted) and unresolved/misaligned
(solid red) galaxies (with the number of aligned/resolved rotation and velocity limit galaxies multiplied by 2 for clarity). As in Figure 1, galax-
ies without Balmer decrement dust-corrected SFRs are marked with gray outlines. Bin boundaries in z, log10(M∗∕M⊙), log10(SSFR∕yr−1),
log10(RE∕kpc), and log10(Σbar,e∕[M⊙kpc

−2]) used for later analysis (see Section 4) are marked with gray dashed lines. The resolved/aligned
galaxies with detected rotation tend to be slightly more massive and larger than the rotation-limit and unresolved/misaligned galaxies at a given
redshift, but the subsamples have similar SSFRs. The baryonic surface densities of the resolved/aligned detected rotation and rotation-limit
galaxies tend to be similar, and these galaxies generally are less dense than the unresolved/misaligned galaxies.

spatial information from theHST/F160W imaging to account
for the degree of slit-axis misalignment.
Full details of the kinematic models and the fitting code

(MISFIT; MISaligned-slit kinematic FITting) are given in
Appendix A of Price et al. (2016). In brief, the models
have three free kinematic parameters: the asymptotic veloc-
ity (Va) and turnover radius (rt) of an arctan rotation curve
model, and a constant intrinsic velocity dispersion (�V ,0).
The models also account for inclination and the galaxy sizes,
brightness profiles, slit misalignments and kinematic aperture

losses, seeing conditions, and instrumental resolution. We
subtract the continuum emission and mask the low S/N rows
and columns of the 2D emission lines similar to the procedure
of Price et al. (2016), while adopting appropriate wavelength
ranges that exclude neighboring features for the different
emission lines (i.e., H�, [OIII], H�). Themasked, continuum-
subtracted 2D emission lines are then fit to the models using
the python Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) package
emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). The MCMC sam-
pling was conducted for 100 steps with 2000 walkers, with
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a burn-in phase of 50 steps. For every object, the final accep-
tance fraction is between 0.2 and 0.5 and the chain was run
for longer than 10 times the maximum estimated parameter
autocorrelation time. We then marginalize over the posterior
distributions to determine the best-fit values and confidence
intervals for the intrinsic V (RE), V2.2 = V (r = 2.2rs) (where
rs = RE∕1.676 is the scale length of an exponential disk),
and �V ,0.
While the MISFIT 3Dmodels directly account for the mis-

alignment between the galaxy kinematic major axis and the
slit, ΔPA, we lack independent measurements of the kine-
matic major axis position angles. We therefore assume that
the photometric and kinematic major axes are aligned. This
assumption is generally reasonable, asWisnioski et al. (2015)
find these axes are within ΔPA ≤ 30◦ for most of their sam-
ple. Moreover, even with direct modeling of slit misalign-
ments, objects which are very misaligned will suffer from de-
generacies between the blended rotation signatures and the
intrinsic velocity dispersion. In Appendix A, we use a suite
of simulated galaxies and find that kinematics are recovered
less accurately and have larger scatter if |ΔPA| > 45◦ (Fig-
ure 9, fourth column). Thus we restrict the sample for which
we fit the 2D kinematics to only galaxies which are spatially
resolved (D50,emis ≥ 0.8 × FWHMPSF; Section 2.3) and rel-
atively aligned with the slit (|ΔPA| ≤ 45◦). The spatial res-
olution and slit misalignment classification of our sample is
shown in Figure 2a.
Using the 2D fitting results, we then determine which

spatially-resolved/aligned galaxies have robust rotation de-
tections. A galaxy is classified as having detected rotation if
the best-fit rotation velocity at the effective radius, V (RE), is
(a) non-zero with 68% confidence (|V (RE)|∕⟨�V (RE )⟩ ≥ 1),
and (b) larger than the instrument resolution limit
(2V (RE)∕�inst. res ≥ 1). We show these rotation resolution
criteria for the spatially-resolved/aligned galaxies in Fig-
ure 2b.
Based on these sample classification criteria, we find 206

galaxies are spatially-resolved and aligned with the slit (“re-
solved/aligned”). Of the resolved/aligned galaxies, rotation
is detected for 108 (“resolved/aligned, rotation”), and we
place limits on the rotation for the other 98 galaxies (“re-
solved/aligned, rotation-limit”). The remaining 502 galax-
ies are classified as “unresolved/misaligned”. The distribu-
tion of the galaxies within these three categories over red-
shift, stellar mass, SSFR, effective radius (RE), and baryon
mass surface density (Σbar,e) is shown in Figure 3. Overall,
resolved/aligned galaxies with detected rotation tend to have
slightly higher masses and effective radii than those galaxies
with rotation limits or which are unresolved/misaligned, but
all categories have similar SSFRs. Additionally, we detect
rotation in relatively few galaxies at z ∼ 3 compared to the
galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 and z ∼ 2.

3.2. Unresolved kinematics
Kinematics for unresolved/misaligned and resolved/aligned,

rotation-limit (Section 3.1) are measured from the integrated

1D spectra. However, while these two categories of galaxies
have no detected rotation, we might expect that they have
at least partial rotational support, which has likely been
masked by the seeing limited conditions (e.g., Newman et al.
2013) together with the misalignment of the galaxies and
slits. Therefore, as in Price et al. (2016), we model the in-
tegrated, unresolved kinematics using the same 3D models
while assuming a fixed value of (V ∕�V ,0)RE = V (RE)∕�V ,0,
which is measured as discussed in Section 3.3.2. While some
of these unresolved/misaligned/undetected-rotation galax-
ies may have little-to-no rotation, here we are interested in
the ensemble sample characteristics, including (V ∕�V ,0)RE .
Furthermore, as we discuss in Section 5.1.4, assuming these
galaxies can be modeled as inclined disks does not prevent us
from finding very low or no ensemble average rotation. The
adopted models thus allow us to effectively explore a range
of average properties, from no ((V ∕�V ,0)RE = 0) to high
((V ∕�V ,0)RE = 10 or higher) rotational support.
Briefly, we first measure the integrated velocity dispersions

�V ,1D,obs by fitting the emission line (H�, [OIII], or H�), any
neighboring lines, and the continuum simultaneously using
Gaussian profiles and a linear component, assuming the emis-
sion lines have the same width in velocity space. The mea-
sured velocity dispersion is then corrected for instrumental
resolution by subtracting �V ,sky in quadrature from �V ,1D,obs,
which is measured from the skylines in each spectrum. Er-
rors on the resulting �V ,obs are estimated by repeating the fit-
ting and correction procedure on 500 random, error-perturbed
copies of each spectrum.
We then use the same MISFIT 3D kinematic models to

convert the observed velocity dispersions �V ,obs to an in-

trinsic root mean square velocity Vrms =
√

V 2 + �2V , as
described in Appendix B of Price et al. (2016). In sum-
mary, each galaxy is modeled as an inclined disk using the
best-fit GALFIT structural parameters, and is offset from the
slit by the measured ΔPA. Rotation and velocity dispersion
are included by assuming a fixed ratio of (V ∕�V ,0)RE (see
Section 3.3.2) and assuming an arctan velocity curve where
rt = 0.4 rs = 0.4 (RE∕1.676) (Miller et al. 2011). We
then compute the luminosity-weighted, seeing-convolved in-
tegrated velocity dispersion (�V ,model) and rms velocity atRE
(Vrms(RE)model) from the galaxy model. Finally, we calcu-
late the composite Vrms(RE)1D,corr as in Equation 2 of Price
et al. (2016), using the measured instrument-resolution cor-
rected integrated velocity dispersion (�V ,obs) together with
the model integrated velocity dispersion (�V ,model) and the
model rms velocity (Vrms(RE)model).

3.3. Measuring dynamical masses and V ∕�V ,0
We determine the dynamical masses (Mdyn) for the galax-

ies in our sample by combining their measured kinematics
and structural information. Here we give the calculation of
Mdyn from both 2D and 1D spectra, detail how V ∕�V ,0 is
constrained for galaxies without resolved and detected rota-
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tion, and compare the dynamical masses measured using both
methods.

3.3.1. Resolved rotation from 2D spectra

For galaxies with resolved and detected rotation measured
from 2D spectra, the dynamical masses are determined from
their inferred rotation velocities. Furthermore, we apply an
asymmetric drift correction to account for the non-negligible
pressure support in these galaxies (e.g., Epinat et al. 2009,
Newman et al. 2013, Wuyts et al. 2016). The pressure-
corrected circular velocity is

Vcirc(r) =
√

V (r)2 + 2
(

r∕rs
)

�2V ,0, (1)

where rs is the disk scale length (e.g., Burkert et al. 2010),
yielding Vcirc(RE) =

√

V (RE)2 + 3.35�2V ,0 at RE . We then
calculate the total dynamical masses as

Mdyn = ktot(RE)
Vcirc(RE)2RE

G
, (2)

where G is the gravitational constant. We adopt a virial co-
efficient of ktot(RE) = 2.128, which corresponds to a flat-
tened Sérsic mass profile for a system with intrinsic axis ratio
q = 0.4 and n = 1 (exponential), following the calculations
given by Noordermeer (2008).4
For the resolved/aligned galaxies with detected rotation, we

use the best-fit values ofV (RE) and �V ,0 to directly determine
Vcirc(RE) andMdyn using Equations 1 and 2.

3.3.2. Unresolved kinematics from 1D spectra

For galaxies without robustly detected rotation or that are
unresolved/misaligned, we cannot simultaneously constrain
V (RE) and �V ,0, as we measure their kinematics from inte-
grated 1D spectra. We must instead assume a fixed value of
(V ∕�V ,0)RE to determine Vrms(RE)1D,corr . From this, we can
then calculate Vcirc(RE)|(V ∕�V ,0) (from Eq. 1):

Vcirc(RE)|(V ∕�V ,0) =

√

√

√

√

√

[ (V ∕�V ,0)2RE + 3.35

(V ∕�V ,0)2RE + 1

]

Vrms(RE)1D,corr ,

(3)
assuming an exponential disk profile, where RE = 1.676 rs.
Finally, we calculate Mdyn for this fixed (V ∕�V ,0)RE using
Equation 2.
However, we can statistically constrain the average

(V ∕�V ,0)RE for these galaxies by examining the correlation
between the difference between dynamical and baryonic

4 We explicitly apply an asymmetric drift correction and a constant virial
coefficient ktot (RE ) for consistency with other work (e.g., Wuyts et al. 2016,
Übler et al. 2017), as opposed to using Vrms and defining a composite keff as
in Price et al. (2016). We note that this alternative approach would not impact
the results of our previous study, with only a Δ log10Mdyn = −0.006 dex
mass difference between these methods.

(Mbaryon = M∗ + Mgas) masses as a function of galaxy
axis ratio. For disks, inclination reduces the observed rota-
tion signal while having no impact on an isotropic dispersion.
For example, if (V ∕�V ,0)RE is overestimated, V will be over-
estimated and thus the composite Vrms will be over-corrected
for inclination, leading to an overestimate ofMdyn. For this
case the degree to which Mdyn is overestimated should de-
pend on axis ratio; edge-on (b∕a ∼ 0.19) galaxies have no
inclination correction while the correction is very high for
face-on galaxies (b∕a ∼ 1). Since we expect no intrinsic
trend between Mdyn or Mbaryon and inclination (a random
orientation projection effect), we would see this inclination
over-correction trend imprinted as a positive trend between
Δ log10M = log10(Mdyn∕Mbaryon) and b∕a. Thus, we can
infer the best-fit V ∕�V ,0 as the value which best removes any
dependence of Δ log10M on b∕a.
We constrain the ensemble average (V ∕�V ,0)RE using the

trend of Δ log10M versus b∕a as introduced in Price et al.
(2016), but following a slightly different procedure. First,
we calculate the dynamical masses for the galaxies without
detected rotation and those which are unresolved/misaligned
over a range of (V ∕�V ,0)RE values (from (V∕�V,0)RE

= 0 to
10). We then measure the slope between b∕a and Δ log10M
for these galaxies at every value of (V ∕�V ,0)RE , and deter-
mine the slope error by generating 500 bootstrap samples
with replacement and measuring the slope for each realiza-
tion. The best-fit (V ∕�V ,0)RE is then estimated by finding
the value which removes the trend of Δ log10M with b∕a
(i.e., a slope of zero). The confidence interval is taken to
be the range of (V ∕�V ,0)RE where the slopes are consistent
with zero within the uncertainties. Average (V ∕�V ,0)RE for
the unresolved/misaligned or undetected rotation galaxies are
measured using this method in bins of redshift, stellar mass,
SSFR, effective radius, and baryon surface density. The set of
bin boundaries used in this work are shown with gray dashed
lines in Figure 3.
We then use the best-fit (V ∕�V ,0)RE in each bin to cal-

culate Vrms(RE)1D,corr (Sec. 3.2), Vcirc(RE)|(V ∕�V ,0) (Eq. 3),
and finally Mdyn (Eq. 2) (and additionally (V ∕�V ,0)2.2; see
Sec 4.1.1) for the non-resolved, non-rotation detection galax-
ies. We additionally determine (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 (see Sec 4.1.1)
from the best-fit (V ∕�V ,0)RE , using the assumed arctan curve
(Sec 3.2). The process is repeated for each of the binning pa-
rameter spaces (z, z-M∗, z-SSFR, z-RE , and z-Σbar,e), allow-
ing us to use consistently-measured (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 andMdyn for
the non-rotation detected galaxies when examining trends in
these parameter spaces.

3.3.3. Full sample dynamical masses

The dynamical, baryonic, and stellar masses of the galax-
ies in our sample are shown in Figure 4. For the galax-
ies that are unresolved/misaligned or have unresolved kine-
matics, the average (V ∕�V ,0)RE is determined in bins of
z and M∗ (see Figure 3a). Overall, as expected, the dy-
namical masses exceed the stellar masses for most galaxies
in all three redshift ranges, with a slightly higher offset at
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Figure 4. Comparison of dynamical and stellar (top row) and baryonic (stellar and gas; middle row) masses for galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 (left), z ∼ 2
(center), and z ∼ 3 (right). The resolved/aligned detected rotation, resolved/aligned rotation-limit, andmisaligned/unresolved galaxies are shown
as blue circles, green triangles, and red squares, respectively. The average (V ∕�V ,0)RE used to calculateMdyn for the unresolved/misaligned and
rotation-limit galaxies is fit in bins of z andM∗ (see Figure 3a). Objects without Balmer decrement dust-corrected SFRs are denoted with gray
outlines. The gray dashed lines showMdyn =M∗ (top row) andMdyn =Mbaryon (middle row), and the median offset Δ log10M and rms scatter
are marked in each panel. (Bottom row) Comparison of ratio between dynamical and baryonic masses versus galaxy axis ratio, b∕a, for the three
redshift ranges. The gray dashed horizontal line denotes no offset. In general, all galaxies have good agreement between their dynamical and
baryonic masses, and we see no differences betweenMdyn/Mbaryon versus axis ratio (i.e., inclination) for the three sub-sample classifications.

z ∼ 1.5 relative to the higher redshift bins. The dynamical
and baryonic masses are also reasonably consistent, with the
medianMdyn-Mbaryon offset decreasing with increasing red-
shift. All galaxies (resolved/aligned galaxies with and with-
out detected rotation as well as the unresolved/misaligned

galaxies) follow the same M∗-Mdyn and Mbaryon-Mdyn re-
lations. The three sub-samples also have similar distributions
of Mdyn∕Mbaryon versus axis ratio (i.e., inclination). We do
note that our star-forming galaxy sample is incomplete below
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log10(Mbaryon∕M⊙) ≲ 9.5 − 9.8. The impact of this incom-
pleteness is discussed further in Section 5.2.

4. RESULTS
We use these kinematic and structural observations for

galaxies in the MOSDEF survey to explore connections be-
tween kinematics and other properties, and to constrain the
evolution of the dynamical-baryonic mass offset and the in-
ferred baryonic and dark matter fractions in galaxies between
z ∼ 1.4 − 3.8. Previous studies with more detailed kinematic
observations have examined these properties, but the large
sample size, three redshift intervals, and wide range of galaxy
masses within each epoch of our sample provide a unique op-
portunity to investigate the kinematics and mass budgets for
the star-forming galaxy population at z ∼ 1 − 3.

4.1. Comparison between internal kinematics
and galaxy properties

We begin by examining trends between kinematics and
both integrated properties and surface densities, to investi-
gate which properties set the relative balance and total amount
of ordered and disordered motions in galaxies. In particu-
lar, we examine trends with stellar mass (M∗), specific star-
formation rate (SSFR; which correlates with gas fraction;
Tacconi et al. 2013), and baryon surface density (Σbar,e). We
select these parameters to probe how structure and turbulence
vary with a system’s mass, how these properties depend on
how gas-rich a galaxy is, and to determine whether a galaxy’s
local potential has any impact on its internal kinematics.

4.1.1. Trends with V ∕�V ,0
The amount of kinematic support from ordered versus ran-

dom motions (V ∕�V ,0) provides information about the inter-
nal structures of galaxies. In particular, low values of V ∕�V ,0
may indicate that a galaxy has a thick disk and high gas tur-
bulence, while galaxies with high V ∕�V ,0 tend to have or-
dered, thin disks. We thus investigate the relationship be-
tween V ∕�V ,0 and other properties to constrain what pro-
cesses drive the internal structures of star-forming galaxies
at high redshifts.
In Figure 5, we present (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 = V (2.2rs)∕�V ,05 ver-

sus stellar mass (Figure 5a), SSFR (Figure 5b), baryon mass
surface density, Σbar,e (measured within the deprojected, ma-
jor axis effective radius RE ; Figure 5c), and redshift (Fig-
ure 5d) for the resolved/aligned galaxies. Median (V ∕�V ,0)2.2
for the rotation-detected galaxies (large circles) are measured
within bins of stellar mass, SSFR, and Σbar,e split by red-
shift, and also binned by redshift alone, following the bin
boundaries shown in Figure 3. The uncertainties on the
medians are estimated by perturbing (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 for each

5 We consider V (r = 2.2rs), the radius where an exponential rotation
curve peaks, for the analysis of the ratio of ordered-to-disordered motions
(V ∕�V ,0), to provide reasonable comparisons with existing measurements,
as we do not directly constrain the turn-over or flattening for the rotation
curves of our galaxies.

rotation-detected galaxy by its error over 500 realizations.
We also show the ensemble average (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 of the un-
resolved/misaligned and velocity-limit galaxies (diamonds).
These ensemble average values and their uncertainties are
determined following the procedure of Section 3.3, and are
separately measured within each of the above bins (again,
see Figure 3). For clarity, the markers for best-fit median
bins with no rotation ((V ∕�V ,0)2.2 = 0) are displayed at
(V ∕�V ,0)2.2 = 0.1, given the log plot scale. Uncertainties
which are consistent with the lower or upper ensemble fit
boundary ((V ∕�V ,0)2.2 = 0 or 10) are marked with arrows.
For reference, the median (V ∕�V ,0)RE and (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 for
the resolved/aligned, rotation-detected galaxies and the unre-
solved/misaligned and rotation limit galaxies within all bins
are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
We find a moderate positive correlation (Spearman rank

correlation coefficient � = 0.30 with ∼ 3� significance) be-
tween stellar mass and (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 for our entire sample of
galaxies with detected rotation. We observe a similar trend
in the (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 values measured in bins of z and M∗ for
the unresolved/misaligned and rotation-limit galaxies. Addi-
tionally, there is a moderate negative correlation (� = −0.34
with > 3� significance) between (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 and SSFR for
the detected rotation galaxies, with a similar trend for the bins
of unresolved/misaligned and rotation-limit galaxies. In con-
trast, we find a very weak, insignificant negative trend be-
tween Σbar,e and (V ∕�V ,0)2.2.
These trends of (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 withM∗ and SSFR are in fairly

good agreement with the findings of Newman et al. (2013) at
z ∼ 1 − 2.5, Wisnioski et al. (2015) at z ∼ 1 and 2, Simons
et al. (2016) and Alcorn et al. (2018) at z ∼ 2, and Turner
et al. (2017) at z ∼ 3.5. We note that Wisnioski et al. find
a larger trend of V ∕�V ,0 with redshift at fixed stellar mass
than we do, but the redshift intervals differ between the two
studies (z ∼ 1 and 2 versus z ∼ 1.5, 2, and 3 used here).
Additionally, the Wisnioski et al. sample excludes galaxies
with V ∕�V ,0 < 1, while ours does not.
Wisnioski et al. (2015) suggest that the trend of V ∕�V ,0

with SSFR is indicative of galaxies tending to have more or-
dered motions when they have lower gas fractions, as pre-
dicted by the Toomre disk stability criterion (Toomre 1964;
see also Genzel et al. 2011, Wisnioski et al. 2015). As SSFR
correlates with gas fraction (Tacconi et al. 2013), we would
thus expect to see a negative correlation between V ∕�V ,0 and
SSFR.
Since SSFR and stellar mass are also correlated, we would

expect to observe both a decreasing trend of SSFR and an in-
creasing trend of stellar mass towards higher V ∕�V ,0. The
slightly stronger correlation of V ∕�V ,0 with SSFR that we
observe suggests that gas fractions may be more important
than stellar mass in setting a galaxy’s dynamical structure.
Furthermore, the lack of correlation with Σbar,e suggests that
surface density has little impact on the relative amounts of or-
dered and unordered motions in these high-redshift galaxies.
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Figure 5. (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 vs (a) stellar mass, (b) SSFR, (c) baryon surface density (Σbar,e), and (d) redshift for the galaxies in our sample, colored
by redshift range as in Figure 1. Resolved/aligned galaxies with detected rotation are shown as circles, and the upper limits on (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 for
rotation-limit galaxies are marked with triangles. Gray outlines denote galaxies without Balmer decrement-corrected SFRs. Median (V ∕�V ,0)2.2
for the resolved/aligned rotation galaxies binned by parameter and redshift are shown as large circles (if Nbin ≥ 5). Additionally, the measured
median (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 for binned unresolved/misaligned and resolved/aligned velocity limit galaxies are shown with diamonds, with the size
denoting the number of galaxies in each bin. The bin boundaries for the ensemble (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 fits in panels (a), (b), and (c) are as defined
in Figure 3(a), (b), and (d), respectively, and panel (d) is binned by redshift (also as in Figure 3). Spearman correlation coefficients and p-
values between the parameters for the resolved/aligned galaxies with detected rotation (circles) are listed in the panels. We find a positive
correlation betweenM∗ and (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 and a negative correlation between SSFR and (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 for these rotation-detected galaxies, but see
no significant correspondence between Σbar,e and (V ∕�V ,0)2.2. These trends may reflect marginal disk stability, where galaxies with lower SSFR
(and gas fraction) and higher stellar mass have naturally have lower turbulence and thus more support from ordered motions. The trends also
suggest that surface density has little impact on internal kinematic structure. Furthermore, we observe an average increase in V ∕�V ,0 towards
lower redshifts, but this is consistent with being entirely driven by the mass differences between redshift bins (Figure 3) together with the average
decrease in galaxy gas fractions and SSFRs over time (i.e., reflecting the V ∕�V ,0-M∗ and V ∕�V ,0-SSFR trends; panels a, b).

The overall trends of V ∕�V ,0 withM∗ and SSFR also ap-
pear to hold for galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 and z ∼ 2 separately.6
Thus, while massive galaxies at z ∼ 1 − 2.5 have thicker,
more turbulent disks due to higher gas fractions than their lo-
cal counterparts, the underlying physics regulating marginal
disk stability may be the same, and in place by z ∼ 2.

6 The trends with V ∕�V ,0 at z ∼ 3 are inconclusive due to the larger errors
caused by small numbers of galaxies in some bins, and the lack of dynamic
range.

For general reference, we also show the individual and me-
dian (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 versus redshift (Figure 5d) for all galax-
ies, without controlling for any sample differences between
the redshift bins. When we consider galaxies at fixed stellar
mass, SSFR, or baryonic mass surface density, there are off-
sets which are suggestive of a decrease in (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 with
increasing redshift. However, given the measurement un-
certainties, these offsets are also consistent with no evolu-
tion with redshift. The apparent decrease of (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 with
increasing redshift in Figure 5d thus reflects the average in-
crease in SSFR (i.e., increase in gas fraction) and the average
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Figure 6. Comparison of V2.2 (top) and �V ,0 (bottom) versus stellar mass (first column), SSFR (second column), Σbar,e (third column), and
redshift (fourth column) for aligned/resolved galaxies colored by redshift range as in Figure 1. The point definitions are the same as in Figure 5.
For galaxies with V limits (triangles), the upper limit of V2.2 is shown. There are positive correlations between V2.2 andM∗ and between �V ,0 and
Σbar,e, with weaker, less-significant correlations between �V ,0 and M∗ (positive) and V2.2 and SSFR (negative), and no discernible correlation
of �V ,0 and SSFR or V2.2 and Σbar,e. The strong relation between velocity and mass is expected, since kinematics trace a system’s potential.
However, the trends with dispersion suggest that surface density, rather than integrated properties, is more important in setting turbulence in
high-redshift star-forming galaxies.

decrease in stellar mass between the redshift ranges (see Fig-
ure 1 and Tables 1, 2), and should not be interpreted as a pure
redshift evolution. While our results show no conclusive red-
shift trends of (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 with fixed galaxy mass, SSFR, or
surface density, we cannot definitively rule out any V ∕�V ,0
evolution over time.
Our median V ∕�V ,0 values are in good agreement with the

trend of previous results out to z ∼ 3.5 (e.g., Epinat et al.
2008, Förster Schreiber et al. 2009, Law et al. 2009, Gnerucci
et al. 2011, Epinat et al. 2012, Green et al. 2014, Wisnioski
et al. 2015, Harrison et al. 2017, Swinbank et al. 2017, Turner
et al. 2017; see Fig. 7 of Turner et al. 2017). As discussed
above, our values for (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 at z ∼ 2 are somewhat
lower compared to the KMOS3D values because we do not
apply a V ∕�V ,0 cut. Additionally, our z ∼ 2 sample extends
to lower masses than theWisnioski et al. z ∼ 2 sample, which
could further explain our lower V ∕�V ,0 values.

4.1.2. Trends with rotation and intrinsic dispersion for galaxies
with robustly detected rotation

We also separately investigate correlations between rota-
tion velocity, velocity dispersion, and other galaxy properties
(as motivated in the beginning of Section 4.1) to directly ex-
amine how disk rotation velocity and turbulence evolves. Fig-
ure 6 shows measurements of V2.2 = V (r = 2.2rs) and �V ,0
versus stellar mass, SSFR, baryon surface density, and red-
shift for the resolved/aligned galaxies with detected rotation.

Median values within bins of redshift, stellar mass, SSFR,
and Σbar,e are also shown, and are listed in Table 1.
We find the strongest correlation for our resolved/aligned

rotation-detected sample between V2.2 and M∗ (� = 0.50 at
>3�). Additionally, there is fairly strong trend between �V ,0
and Σbar,e (� = 0.43 at > 3�). There are also weak, less-
significant correlations between �V ,0 and M∗ (� = 0.28 at
∼2.7�) and V2.2 and SSFR (� = −0.24 at ∼2.3�). We do not
find any correlation between �V ,0 and SSFR or between V2.2
and Σbar,e for the rotation-detected sample.
These trends (or lack thereof) of V2.2 and �V ,0 are in quali-

tative agreement with previous work on massive star-forming
galaxies at high redshifts. The observed correlation between
V2.2 and M∗ in the redshift slices agrees generally with the
results presented by Harrison et al. (2017) at z ∼ 1, Simons
et al. (2016), Straatman et al. (2017), and Alcorn et al. (2018)
at z ∼ 2, and Turner et al. (2017) at z ∼ 3.5. Similarly, the
weak trend between �V ,0 andM∗ split by redshift is consis-
tent with the findings of Stott et al. (2016) at z ∼ 1, Wis-
nioski et al. (2015) at z ∼ 1 − 2, Alcorn et al. (2018) at
z ∼ 2, and Turner et al. (2017) at z ∼ 3.5. In contrast, Simons
et al. (2017) report no significant difference in dispersion with
mass at redshifts between z ∼ 0.2−2. However, we note that
our median �V ,0 values in bins ofM∗ are consistent with the
Simons et al. median values at both z ∼ 1.5 and 2. Finally,
the lack of correlation between �V ,0 and SSFR that we see is
similar to what Wisnioski et al. (2015) find.
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The strong correspondence between rotation velocity and
stellar mass is expected, as kinematics trace the total po-
tential of a system. From the Toomre disk stability crite-
rion, we would also expect the intrinsic dispersion to scale
with both rotation velocity and gas fraction (e.g., Wisnioski
et al. 2015). Additionally, the equilibrium or regulator galaxy
growth model – where star-forming galaxies are in more-or-
less steady equilibrium between gas inflow, star formation,
and outflows (e.g., Bouché et al. 2010, Davé et al. 2012, Lilly
et al. 2013, Dekel & Mandelker 2014) – would also predict a
relation between intrinsic galaxy dispersion and gas fraction.
Our finding of a slight correlation between �V ,0 and stellar
mass is in line with expectations from disk stability theory.
However, we do not see a correlation between dispersion and
SSFR (as a proxy for global gas fraction; e.g., Tacconi et al.
2013), as we would expect from the equilibrium model. In-
stead, we find the intrinsic dispersion �V ,0 is most strongly
correlated with baryon surface density. The stronger correla-
tion of dispersion with surface density, rather than SSFR or
stellar mass, suggests that density may be more important in
setting the amount of random motion than a galaxy’s global
properties (e.g., total gas fraction or rotation velocity/total
mass). However, given the uncertainties in our kinematic
and SSFR measurements (and the inherent selection effects
in our “rotation-detected” sample), our results cannot defini-
tively rule out a relation between intrinsic velocity dispersion
and gas fraction.
There is a general trend of V2.2 increasing towards later

times. This trend may primarily reflect the differences in
stellar mass (and SSFR) in each redshift range (see Figure 3
and Table 1). When examining galaxies at fixed stellar mass,
SSFR, and Σbar,e, we see do suggestive trends of increasing
median V2.2 over time. However, these offsets are also gener-
ally consistent with no redshift evolution, given the uncertain-
ties and small number of resolved-rotation galaxies. Nonethe-
less, considering the mass differences between redshift slices,
our observed trends of V2.2 with z are generally consistent
with the evolution from z ∼ 0.2 to z ∼ 2 found using DEEP2
and SIGMA data (Kassin et al. 2012, Simons et al. 2017),
and agree with the overall trend of results from z ∼ 0 out to
z ∼ 3.5 (Turner et al. 2017, and the literature values presented
therein).
In comparison, we find suggestive trends of �V ,0 decreasing

from z ∼ 3.5 to z ∼ 1.5 when fixing stellar mass, SSFR, or
Σbar,e, but these trends when holding galaxy properties fixed
are also broadly consistent with no evolution given the uncer-
tainties. Our observed values of �V ,0 at z ∼ 1.4 − 3.3 are
in excellent agreement with the findings of DEEP2/SIGMA
(Kassin et al. 2012, Simons et al. 2017) and are generally
consistent with a range of studies from z ∼ 0 − 3.5 (e.g.,
Newman et al. 2013; see Wisnioski et al. 2015, Turner et al.
2017 and included literature references). Even though we do
not definitively detect a redshift trend in �V ,0, the combina-
tion of our data and these previous measurements agree fairly
well with the expected evolution for marginally stable disks
(e.g., Toomre 1964, Förster Schreiber et al. 2006, Genzel et al.

2011; see Fig. 8 ofWisnioski et al. 2015, Fig. 5 of Turner et al.
2017).

4.2. Evolution of the dynamical-baryonic mass offset
Next, by comparing the dynamical and baryonic masses for

the galaxies in our sample, we investigate how the inferred
baryonic and dark matter fractions vary with galaxy proper-
ties and evolve over time. Here we examine trends with stellar
mass (M∗), effective radius (RE), and baryon mass surface
density (Σbar,e). These parameters enable us to examine how
baryon and dark matter fractions vary over redshift as a func-
tion of galaxy mass and size (as a proxy for the extent into
the halo). We will also consider whether there is a redshift-
independent relation between baryon surface density and total
baryon fraction (as suggested by Wuyts et al. 2016).
The sample is split into bins of redshift with stellar mass,

effective radius, and baryon mass surface density as shown in
Figure 3. The ensemble average (V ∕�V ,0)RE for the galaxies
without detected rotation and that are unresolved/misaligned
are measured within these bins following the procedure de-
scribed in Section 3.3. We then combine all galaxies within
each bin (all of the detected rotation, rotation-limit, and un-
resolved/misaligned galaxies) and calculate the median off-
set between dynamical and baryonic masses, Δ log10M =
log10(Mdyn∕Mbaryon), and determine errors through boot-
strap resampling.
These mass offsets are shown versus redshift in Figure 7,

where each bin is colored by the medianM∗, RE , and Σbar,e
(left to right, respectively). We find that the mass difference
Δ log10M decreases towards higher redshifts, where galaxies
have higher baryon fractions (fbar = Mbaryon∕Mdyn). This
overall trend of increasing mass offset with time holds even
in fixed bins of stellar mass, effective radius, and surface den-
sity, suggesting that this general result is not solely driven
by differences in these properties for our sample within dif-
ferent redshift ranges. The offsets within these bins are also
given in Table 3. These results agree well with previous work
finding that massive galaxies are typically baryon dominated
within the galaxy scale at high redshift (e.g., Förster Schreiber
et al. 2009, Wuyts et al. 2016, Burkert et al. 2016, Stott et al.
2016, Alcorn et al. 2016, Genzel et al. 2017, Lang et al. 2017),
though these studies did not probe the mass offsets as a joint
function of redshift and other galaxy properties. Other studies
of high-redshift galaxies find much higher dark matter frac-
tions within much larger radii (e.g., ≳ 60% within 6rs; Ti-
ley et al. 2018). While we do not have the signal-to-noise
in the outskirts of our galaxies to constrain the dark matter
fractions within such large radii (here we only constrain the
values withinRE), these large-radii results are not necessarily
inconsistent with the smaller-radii results, as the dark matter
fraction should naturally be higher when probing apertures
further out into the halo.
This observed baryon fraction trend agrees fairly well with

theoretical work. Results from hydrodynamical simulations
also show an average increase in the baryon fraction of star-
forming or disk galaxies within their half-light (or half-mass)
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Figure 7. Trend of Mdyn/Mbaryon and inferred dark matter fraction with redshift, in bins of (a) stellar mass, (b) effective radius, and (c)
baryon surface density. The median mass offsets Δ log10M = log10(Mdyn∕Mbaryon) for all galaxies (including all three kinematic subsample
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is seen even at fixed mass, suggesting that the average growth of galaxy masses with time is not responsible for this trend. At fixed redshift, we
find that the median dark matter fraction within the effective radius is relatively constant with stellar mass, but is generally higher for galaxies
with larger sizes or lower surface densities. For the higher redshift ranges, the median Δ log10M for most bins lies within the unphysical region
whereMdyn < Mbaryon. These negativeΔ log10M values suggest that one, if not more, of the assumptions and methods used to derive dynamical
and baryonic masses may not be valid, in particular at higher redshifts or smaller sizes.

radii towards higher redshifts (e.g., Lovell et al. 2018; z ∼
0−4, Teklu et al. 2018; z ∼ 2). However, theory and observa-
tions begin to have tension at z ≳ 2, where the observed very
high or unphysical fbar are higher than the predicted baryon
fractions from simulations (Wuyts et al. 2016, Lovell et al.
2018, Teklu et al. 2018).
We find no variation in mass offset with M∗ at fixed red-

shift (Figure 7a). At z ∼ 1.5, the median mass offset of all
M∗ bins corresponds to baryon fractions within the effective
radius of fbar ∼65%, or dark matter fractions of fDM ∼35%
(where fDM = 1 − fbar). For all stellar mass bins at z ≳ 2,
the mass offsets are negative and fall within the unphysical
region where Mdyn < Mbaryon. However, we note that the
highest stellar mass bin (log10(M∗∕M⊙) > 10.25) at z ∼ 2.3
is consistent with up to fDM ∼5 − 10% (or fbar ∼90 − 95%)
within the uncertainties. Our results at z ∼ 1.5 and z ∼ 2.3
for the highest stellar mass bin are in relatively good agree-
ment with the results by Wuyts et al. (2016) for similar red-
shifts and masses. The lack of variation of fbar with stellar
mass observed in this work is in contrast to predictions from
theoretical work. Results from the Illustris TNG simulations
at z ∼ 2 predict an average increase in the galaxy-scale (e.g.,
rhalf ) baryon fraction for disk galaxies with increasing stellar
mass (Lovell et al. 2018). Furthermore, Lovell et al. (2018)
predict very little baryon or dark matter fraction evolution in
galaxies with log10(M∗∕M⊙) = 9 from z ∼ 4 to the present
day, in contrast to the results we find for our lowest mass bin
(log10(M∗∕M⊙) ∼ 9.5).

When controlling for galaxy size, we find larger galax-
ies have higher Δ log10M and lower baryon fractions (Fig-
ure 7b). For galaxies at z ∼ 1.5, galaxies with RE ≥ 2.5 kpc
have fbar ∼ 55% within their effective radii, while smaller
galaxies with RE < 2.5 kpc have fbar ∼ 100% and no in-
ferred dark matter (but are consistent with a very small, but
non-zero, inferred dark matter fraction within the uncertain-
ties). At z ∼ 2.3 and z ∼ 3.3, the baryon fraction for galaxies
with RE ≥ 2.5 kpc are unphysical (fbar ≳ 100%), but are
consistent with a few percent dark matter fraction, while the
smaller galaxies fall fully within the unphysical regime.
Finally, we examine the mass offset as a function of baryon

surface density at fixed redshift (Figure 7c). We find that
denser galaxies have lower Δ log10M and higher inferred
baryon fractions. At z ∼ 1.5, the lowest and medium den-
sity galaxies (⟨log10(Σbar,e∕[M⊙ kpc

−2])⟩ ∼ 8.4, 8.8) have
fbar ∼ 50%, 75% within RE , respectively, while the high-
est density galaxies (⟨log10(Σbar,e∕[M⊙ kpc

−2])⟩ ∼ 9.2) have
fbar > 100%, but are consistent with fDM ∼ 5 − 15%
within the uncertainties. The mass offsets decrease to higher
redshifts, with the lowest density galaxies having increased
fbar ∼ 90% at z ∼ 2.3 and fbar > 100% (no dark matter)
at z ∼ 3.3, and the medium and high density galaxy bins all
have fbar > 100% at z ≳ 2.
While our results suggest fbar depends little on mass, the

extent of a galaxy within its halo could explain variations of
baryon fraction with size, density, and redshift (Price et al.
2016, Wuyts et al. 2016, Übler et al. 2017). Larger or less
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dense galaxies may extend further into their halos, resulting
in lower fbar within their effective radii. The average size
growth of galaxies over time would likewise be expected to
lead to lower baryon densities at lower redshifts.
Our observed trends of increasing fbar with increasing den-

sity (Σbar,e), decreasing radius (RE), and increasing redshift
support this postulate that galaxy extent within its halo im-
pacts the observed fbar withinRE . This finding is in excellent
agreement with the full-sample results of Wuyts et al. (2016)
(z ∼ 0.6 − 2.6) and generally agrees with the correlation be-
tween fbar and Σbar,e seen for galaxies from the Illustris sim-
ulation matched to the KMOS3D sample (Wuyts et al. 2016).
However, our results also show there is redshift evolution in
the baryon fraction-density (fbar-Σbar,e) and -size (fbar-RE)
trends, suggesting that neither size nor density alone set a
galaxy’s baryon fraction.
A key factor we have not included is how the dark matter

halo mass profiles evolve and how galaxy and halo proper-
ties are related. Exact theoretical predictions of central halo
profiles and their evolution are uncertain, given the poten-
tial impact of adiabatic halo contraction (or expansion) and
the response of the halo to a baryonic disk (e.g., see dis-
cussion in Duffy et al. 2010, Dutton & Macciò 2014, Vel-
liscig et al. 2014, Courteau & Dutton 2015, Dutton et al.
2016). The particular details of how the halo and galaxy co-
evolve could strongly impact the interpretation of our derived
central baryon/dark matter fraction results. For instance, if
RE∕Rhalo changes with redshift, holdingRE fixedwould also
result in Δ log10M probing halo evolution within this fixed
physical radius (e.g., concentration). Likewise, evolution in
M∗∕Mhalo, as well as halo mass profile evolution, could also
impact the redshift trends ofΔ log10M at fixedM∗ andΣbar,e.
Taken together, these results suggest that the evolution of
galaxies’ baryon fractions over time reflects the complex in-
terplay of galaxy mass-size growth, global gas fraction, and
halo growth and evolution, and thus it is not surprising that
none of the individual examined properties are responsible
for a universal, redshift-independent fbar relation.
The negative offsetsΔ log10M (i.e., fbar >100%) observed

at z ≳ 2, especially for smaller and denser galaxies, imply
that at least some of the assumptions used to measure the dy-
namical and baryonic masses may be invalid for these galax-
ies. At minimum, we would expect the dynamical mass to
account for all of the observed baryonic mass. This tension,
and potential ways the masses might be reconciled, are fur-
ther discussed in Section 5.1.1. Nonetheless, the observed
redshift evolution of fbar is likely not entirely driven by these
mass measurement uncertainties. We would expect poten-
tial underestimates of dynamical masses or overestimates of
gas masses to be the least problematic for larger, less-dense
galaxies (as they mostly do not have unphysical baryon frac-
tions), and we do see time evolution of fbar for these galax-
ies. In contrast, the exact details of the evolution of fbar /fDM
for smaller, denser galaxies will require more detailed future
studies.

5. DISCUSSION
Various assumptions and caveats may impact our findings.

In Section 5.1, we discuss implications and possible reasons
for the tension between dynamical and baryonic masses for
galaxies at z ≳ 2. Finally, Section 5.2 presents further caveats
to the presented findings, and features future avenues to break
these tensions.

5.1. Reconciling baryonic and dynamical masses
at high redshifts

While our results support a decreasing dark matter fraction
within RE towards higher redshifts, there is tension between
the dynamical and baryonic masses for a large fraction (54%)
of our sample, particularly in the higher redshift bins. On
average, galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 and for the highest mass bin at
z ∼ 2 are consistent with non-zero dark matter fractions. The
z ∼ 1.5 median mass offsets leave room for a more bottom-
heavy IMF, (e.g., Salpeter 1955), but other studies suggest
a Chabrier (2003) IMF is more appropriate for star-forming
galaxies (e.g., Bell & de Jong 2001, Tacconi et al. 2008, Dut-
ton et al. 2011, Brewer et al. 2012). However, even for a
Chabrier (2003) IMF, the dynamical masses on average are
lower than the inferred baryonic masses for all stellar masses
at z ≳ 2. Similarly, when splitting the sample byRE orΣbar,e,
small and dense galaxies generally have lower inferred dy-
namical than baryonic masses. The unphysical offsets where
Mdyn < Mbaryon suggest that some of the assumptions used
to derive masses are invalid for these galaxies. We discuss
and explore possible solutions to these tensions below.

5.1.1. Impact of higher star-formation efficiencies or virial
coefficients

Two potential causes of the tension between the dynam-
ical and baryonic masses (or possibly both) are systematic
overestimates of the baryonic masses or systematic underesti-
mates of the dynamical masses. Given that we do not directly
measure molecular gas masses, nor do we have the detailed,
high S/N observations required to fully model the dynamical
masses of our galaxies, we have adopted prescriptions to infer
the molecular gas masses frommeasured SFRs and to convert
measured velocities and dispersions into dynamical masses.
Both of our adopted prescriptions could therefore contribute
to our observed mass tension.
To start, if we overestimate the galaxies’ gas masses, we

would also overestimate their baryonic masses. In this study,
we have used the SFR-gas mass relation of Kennicutt (1998)
for star-forming galaxies in the local universe to convert ob-
served, dust-corrected SFRs into gas masses. However, this
relation may not hold for galaxies at higher redshifts, particu-
larly for higher surface density galaxies. Work on galaxies at
z ∼ 1 − 3 find Kennicutt-Schmidt relation slopes which vary
from N = 1.28 (Genzel et al. 2010) to N = 1.7 (Bouché
et al. 2007), which bracket the local value of N = 1.4 by
Kennicutt (1998). If the true slope for our galaxies is higher
than the local relation (i.e., closer to N = 1.7), our inferred
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gas =Mdyn−M∗ to determine the maximum consistent Σgas,e. We show the shifted Σnewgas,e for these objects as circles, colored by redshift (as in
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very high knew are marked with arrows at the top of the panel. Increasing ktot up to the value for a spherical mass distribution can increase the
consistent fraction to 62%. However, some objects would require very high, unrealistic virial coefficients (ktot ≳ 10) to makeMdyn consistent
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work is needed to fully constrain the sources of measurement uncertainties and biases. (Note that for both panels, only the shifted values for the
initially-unphysical objects are shown. The fiducial values lie on the Kennicutt 1998 and ktot = 2.128 lines.)

gas masses would overestimate the true values, which would
ease the tension between the dynamical and baryonic masses.
In Figure 8a, we explore the possibility that the some gas

masses may be overestimated by examining what gas surface
densities (i.e., modified star formation efficiencies – SFEs)
would be needed to have consistent masses (i.e., Mdyn ≥
Mbaryon). We show the relation of Kennicutt (1998) with a
thick black line, which we use to infer gas masses (through
Σgas,e) from the SFR surface densities of our sample. We
then calculate the maximum gas surface density Σnewgas,e the
“unphysical” (Mdyn < Mbaryon) galaxies could have and still
have physically consistent masses, usingMnew

gas =Mdyn−M∗
(i.e., no dark matter). With the Kennicutt (1998)-derived
gas masses, 54% of our sample has unphysical masses, with
Mdyn < Mbaryon. When calculating the maximum physically
allowable gas masses for these unphysical baryon fraction
galaxies (i.e., higher SFE and decreased gas surface densi-
ties), we find that 75% of our sample (up from 46% for our
fiducial calculation) falls between the “normal” star-forming
galaxy and ULIRG/SMG galaxy star-formation surface den-

sity to gas surface density regimes by Genzel et al. (2010)
(marked with black and red dashed lines, respectively). Such
an increase in the SFE for these galaxies may be reasonable,
given observations showing a decrease in gas depletion time
(i.e., increased SFE) towards higher redshifts (e.g., Tacconi
et al. 2018). Even more extreme SFEs than the ULIRG/SMG
relation by Genzel et al. (2010) would be needed to bring
the masses into agreement for the remaining galaxies with
Mdyn ≥ M∗ (11% of total sample). SFE changes cannot
be invoked for the galaxies with M∗ > Mdyn (14% of to-
tal sample), though given the uncertainties, we may expect
some scatter even into this region. Overall, in agreement with
a similar test by Wuyts et al. (2016), this check suggests that
moderately increased SFEs relative to the Kennicutt (1998)
Schmidt relation could explain the mass tension for the ma-
jority of our sample, but further work and observations are
needed to fully quantify the Schmidt relation in high-redshift
galaxies.
Alternatively (or additionally), our measurements and pre-

scriptions may underestimate the true dynamical masses of
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our sample. First, if the ionized gas kinematics do not fully
trace the total system potential, then the dynamical masses
inferred from the kinematics will underestimate the true total
masses. Second, we have assumed an underlying oblate in-
trinsic mass profile and a constant mass-to-light ratio in order
to infer total dynamical masses from the measured kinemat-
ics at RE , through the virial coefficient ktot . If a galaxy’s
true mass profile is more spherical than the assumed oblate
mass profile, using the adopted ktot can underestimate the to-
tal galaxy mass.
Similar to the test with gas masses, we explore what virial

coefficient ktot would need to be adopted to reconcile the
masses in Figure 8b. We show the fiducial ktot = 2.128 as a
thick black horizontal line. For objects withMdyn < Mbaryon,
we calculate the minimummodified ktot that would be neces-
sary for physical masses, using the limiting case of Mdyn =
Mbaryon, or taking knew =MbaryonG∕(V 2circRE). After deter-
mining knew for the unphysical baryon fraction galaxies, 62%
of the galaxies (up from 46%) would have virial coefficients
falling between the fiducial ktot for a q = 0.4 oblate exponen-
tial profile and the value for a spherical exponential poten-
tial (ktot = 2.933, dotted black horizontal line). The remain-
der would need even higher virial coefficients (corresponding
to prolate potentials), up to very extreme, unrealistic values
(ktot ≳ 10). van derWel et al. (2014b) have argued that a large
fraction of massive galaxies at z ≳ 2 have spheroidal/disk ge-
ometries, while the majority of low-mass galaxies at z ≳ 2
are elongated and prolate, using an analysis of the axis ratio
distribution of galaxies out to z ∼ 2.5, which might suggest
virial coefficients higher than oblate value we have used in
this work. We do note that very few galaxies in our kinemat-
ics sample at z ∼ 3 have axis ratios b∕a > 0.8, as expected
for prolate geometries, but this may only reflect the relatively
small sample size at z ∼ 3. Nonetheless, much more detailed
kinematic observations of small galaxies at z ∼ 2 − 3 would
be necessary to fully constrain their internal geometries.

5.1.2. Alternative gas mass estimates: Scaling relations

We next examine how our mass fraction results (e.g., fbar)
would change — and whether any of the dynamical-baryonic
mass tension could be alleviated— if we measure gas masses
for our full sample following high-redshift gas mass scaling
relations instead of using the Kennicutt (1998) Schmidt rela-
tion. For this test, we estimate gas masses using the best-fit
molecular gas scaling relation of Tacconi et al. (2018), us-
ing the Whitaker et al. (2014) main-sequence prescription.
We also adopt the “best” SFRs (and matching SSFRs) de-
rived following the ladder technique of Wuyts et al. (2011)
in place of our primarily H�- and H�-based SFRs, as these
SFRs match those used to derive the scaling relations. We
then remeasure (V ∕�V ,0)RE for the galaxies without detected
rotation using the scaling-relation baryonic masses (follow-
ing Section 3.3.2), and redetermine the dynamical-baryonic
mass offset as in Section 4.2.
Our primary results are unchanged if scaling-relation gas

masses are used. On average the scaling-relation gas masses

are slightly higher (∼ 0.1 dex) than the Schmidt-relation gas
masses, resulting in even higher average fbar . Nonetheless,
the general trend of increasing fbar towards higher redshifts
at fixed mass, size, or surface density is unchanged, and the
dynamical-baryonic mass tension at z ≳ 2 is still present
when adopting these alternative gas masses. When using the
scaling-relation gas masses, there is a suggestive trend in our
lowest redshift bin (z ∼ 1.5) where higher stellar mass galax-
ies have slightly higher fbar . However, the current data un-
certainties hamper a firm conclusion regarding any definitive
differences between this finding and our fiducial results where
fbar does not depend on M∗ at a given redshift. Overall,
we conclude that our results are not greatly impacted by the
choice of adopting gasmasses estimated by inverting theKen-
nicutt (1998) relation instead of masses derived using scaling
relations.

5.1.3. Impact of incompleteness at low baryonic masses

Another concern regarding our dynamical-baryonic mass
comparison comes from the incompleteness of our sample at
the lowest baryonic masses (log10(Mbaryon∕M⊙) ≲ 9.5−9.8;
see Figure 4). This incompleteness can lead to underesti-
mates of Δ log10M , particularly at the lowest masses, as ob-
jects with lower Mbaryon at fixed Mdyn near the complete-
ness limit are missing from this analysis. This underesti-
mate of Δ log10M is equivalent to an overestimate of fbar ,
especially at lower stellar masses and higher redshifts, as
the median stellar mass of our sample decreases towards
higher redshifts. We examine the impact of this incomplete-
ness by repeating the analysis of Section 4.2, but including
only galaxies with log10(Mdyn∕M⊙) ≥ 9.8. We do not re-
fit the unresolved/misaligned/rotation non-detection galaxies
(V ∕�V ,0)RE , but simply apply the cut to the fiducialMdyn.
We find increases of∼ 0.15 dex and∼ 0.2 dex inΔ log10M

for the lowest stellar mass bin (log10(M∗∕M⊙) < 9.75) at
z ∼ 1.5 and z ∼ 2, respectively, when applying this dynam-
ical mass cut. Nonetheless, our primary results remain un-
changed: fbar increases towards higher redshifts, and most
galaxies still have Mdyn < Mbaryon at z ≳ 2. We conclude
that on the whole, incompleteness does not drive our results.

5.1.4. Unresolved kinematics: Early-type galaxies?

For this analysis, we have modeled the galaxies which are
unresolved, misaligned, or have no detected rotation as in-
clined disks, but this may not hold for all of these objects.
While our adopted dynamical mass calculation does yield an
“effective” virial coefficient of ktot = 7.13 and is indepen-
dent of inclination when (V ∕�V ,0)RE → 0 (see also Sec-
tion 3.2), there may still be differences in our fiducial Mdyn
and masses determined following prescriptions for early-type
galaxies. We thus also calculate the dynamical masses of all
the unresolved/misaligned and rotation-limit galaxies under
the assumption that they are early-type galaxies (following
Cappellari et al. 2006; see Section 5.2 of Price et al. 2016), to
examine how the assumed kinematic structure of these galax-
ies impacts our results.
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To determine early-type dynamical masses, we calculate
aperture-corrected integrated dispersions �e,corr from the ob-
served, instrument-corrected 1D velocity dispersions �V , obs.
We then use circularized radii to calculate both the dynamical
and gas masses for consistency. As we found in our previous
study, the dynamical and baryonic masses are still in rea-
sonable agreement (Δ log10M = 0.06,−0.19,−0.24 at z ∼
1.5, 2, 3, respectively), and there is no strong residual trend of
Δ log10M with b∕a. However, as we found before, under the
early-type assumption, the unresolved/misaligned/rotation-
undetected galaxies have systematically lower Δ log10M
than the rotation-detected galaxies, with even higher inferred
baryon fractions. This increased dynamical-baryonic mass
tension suggests that, on average, these galaxies have at least a
modest amount of rotational support, supporting the adoption
of the best-fit ensemble-average (V ∕�V ,0)RE and the corre-
sponding Mdyn as derived in Section 3.3.2 for this study.
However, systematic uncertainties (see Section 5.2) make it
difficult to definitively conclude whether or not these galaxies
have rotational support.

5.2. Other analysis caveats and the path forward
Here we consider additional caveats to the assumptions

made in this work. In particular, we discuss the possible im-
pacts of the accuracy of structural parameters, measurements
of galaxy-slit misalignments, inferred galaxy thicknesses, as-
sumed rotation curve and velocity dispersion profiles, and the
use of mixed SFR indicators. We also consider consequences
of non-constant mass-to-light profiles, or if the ionized gas
kinematics do not probe the full potential of the galaxies.
First, many of the caveats discussed in Price et al. (2016)

also apply to this analysis. Specifically, the accuracy of the
GALFIT structural parameters is not fully accounted for in our
kinematic measurements. These structural parameters are in-
tegral to both the 1D and 2D kinematic modeling, but no
structural parameter errors are included in the kinematic fit-
ting. Our analysis also will have over- and under-estimates
in the measured kinematics if the photometric and kinematic
major axes are misaligned, resulting in different position an-
gle misalignments ΔPA for the slit and the photometric and
kinematic major axes and introducing extra scatter into our
measurements. Additionally, we assume a fixed intrinsic disk
thickness of (b∕a)0 = 0.19 to derive galaxy inclinations.
Variations in the true intrinsic thicknesses (e.g., thicker or
thinner) will lead to over- and under-estimates (respectively)
of the inclination correction for our galaxies, which could in-
crease the scatter and may also introduce systematic offsets
in the derived dynamical properties. For thicker (b∕a)0 = 0.3
or thinner (b∕a)0 = 0.1, the derived dynamical masses could
be up to ∼ −0.025 dex lower and ∼ 0.011 dex higher than the
fiducial dynamical masses, respectively.
Furthermore, we have assumed fixed forms for the kine-

matic profiles of our galaxies. We adopt an arctan rotation
curve model (e.g., following Weiner et al. 2006, Miller et al.
2011). Some work suggests that particularly massive high-
redshift star-forming galaxies have falling rotation curves,

such as a Freeman (1970) exponential disk model (e.g., Wis-
nioski et al. 2015, van Dokkum et al. 2015, Genzel et al.
2017, Lang et al. 2017). However, for our objects, we only
reliably probe the kinematics out to ∼ 2.2rs. Arctan model
profiles are similar to the other rotation curve models over
this range, so our choice of rotation profile should not impact
our results very strongly. We also assume a constant intrin-
sic velocity dispersion profile. If the true velocity dispersion
instead decreases with increasing radius, this would result in
higher median (V ∕�V ,0)RE measured for the galaxies without
resolved rotation (also see discussion in Section 5.7 of Price
et al. 2016). Higher spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ob-
servations are needed to properly constrain the form of the
velocity dispersion profiles.
Second, beyond the assumption of a SFR-gas mass relation

(e.g., from Kennicutt 1998, as discussed in Section 5.1.1),
we also use a mix of SFR indicators as Balmer decrement-
corrected H� SFRs are not available for the entire sample.
Mixing SFR indicators could lead to systematic differences
in the inferred gas masses. However, in Appendix B, we
compare SFR indicators for galaxies at z ∼ 2 with Balmer
decrement-corrected H� SFRs and find no bias between the
H�/H� +AV indicators and H� SFRs, though the SED SFRs
underestimate the H� SFRs (as also found by Reddy et al.
2015 for galaxies with high SFRs). This offset would lead
to even larger inferred gas masses, increasing the tension be-
tween the dynamical and baryonic mass measurements.
Third, we have assumed that the galaxies have constant

mass-to-light profiles (i.e., equal half-light and half-mass
radii). If half-mass radii are smaller than restframe optical
RE , as found by Szomoru et al. (2013), we would overesti-
mate the true dynamical masses, which would result in in-
creased tension between the dynamical and baryonic masses.
Specifically, for the average ratio r1∕2,mass∕RE ∼ 0.75 found
by Szomoru et al. (2013), dynamical masses measured us-
ing half-mass radii would be lower than the fiducial Mdyn
by ∼ −0.15 dex. Recently, Suess et al. (2019) found that the
median ratio RE,mass∕RE,light for star-forming galaxies de-
creases from ∼ 1 at z ≳ 2 down to ∼ 0.75 − 0.8 at z ∼ 1.5,
so this reduction in Mdyn would likely impact our lowest
redshift bin more than our higher redshift bins. Suess et al.
also find RE,mass∕RE,light decreases with stellar mass, which
would imply lower half-mass radii derivedΔ log10M (higher
fbar) at higherM∗ relative to the values at lower masses.
This problem of smaller half-mass than half-light radii

would be further compounded if the emission line profiles
extend further out than the stellar light profiles, as found by
Nelson et al. (2016), since the half-emission-line radii would
be even larger than the half-mass radii. However, in Price
et al. (2016) we found that the seeing-matched H� and stellar
light profiles for the resolved rotation galaxies were similar,
which suggests that using stellar light profiles are a reason-
able assumption for most of our sample. In contrast, if the
half-mass radii are larger than RE for some galaxies, the pre-
sented values would be underestimates of the total dynami-
cal masses. Mock observations of multiple lines-of-sight to
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the same galaxy show that the specific viewing direction to
a galaxy can strongly impact the observed half-light radius,
leading to additional variations between the half-light and
half-mass radii (including cases with half-light radii smaller
than the half-mass radius; Price et al. 2017). This potential
line-of-sight size variation would introduce additional scatter
into the dynamical mass measurements.
Finally, as mentioned in Section 5.1.1, if the ionized gas

kinematics do not fully trace the potential of these galaxies
(at least out to the half-mass radius), the kinematics and dy-
namical masses will underestimate the true values. This con-
cern would particularly impact lower S/N objects and small
galaxies close to the seeing limit, where we determine the
kinematics from integrated 1D dispersion measurements.
Despite these analysis caveats, the following conclusions

are fairly robust. First, while the precise baryon and dark
matter fractions are somewhat uncertain, there is strong ev-
idence that massive star-forming galaxies are highly baryon-
dominated at high redshifts. Furthermore, small and com-
pact galaxies at high redshifts are more baryon dominated
than more extended galaxies, suggesting that the extent of a
galaxy within its halo plays a key role in setting the dark mat-
ter fraction within the half-light radius. Second, the trends
of ordered-to-random motion ((V ∕�V ,0)2.2) with stellar mass
and SSFR (as a proxy for gas fraction) suggest that on av-
erage massive galaxies have marginally-stable disks (Toomre
1964) by z ∼ 2. The higher gas fractions in galaxies at earlier
epochs would naturally lead to more turbulent, thick disks un-
der the Toomre disk stability criterion. This average gas frac-
tion evolution may be enough to explain the observed struc-
tural evolution, where disks over similar parameter space are
thicker at earlier times.
To disentangle the potential biases in this kinematics analy-

sis and fully understand the source of the dynamical-baryonic
mass tension for the higher redshift galaxies, it is crucial to
both directly measure molecular gas masses and have more
detailed kinematic constraints. We will begin to address
these open areas by examiningmolecular gas masses from the
PHIBSS survey (Tacconi et al. 2018) for theMOSDEF galax-
ies that fall within both samples. Additionally, we will com-
pare MOSDEF masses and kinematics with measurements of
the same galaxies from the KMOS3D survey (Wisnioski et al.
2015), to understand the limitations of the slit kinematic ob-
servations. Beyond these comparisons, future deep and high
spatial-resolution kinematic observations are also key to fully
characterize the internal structures of high redshift galaxies,
particularly for small or low-mass galaxies where the current
kinematic constraints are most uncertain.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we use spectra from the MOSDEF survey

together with CANDELS HST/F160W imaging to study the
kinematics and dynamical masses of 708 galaxies at 1.34 ≤
z ≤ 3.8, with stellar masses ranging from M∗ ∼ 109M⊙
to M∗ ∼ 1011.5M⊙. In addition to kinematics and struc-
tural parameters, we use stellar masses derived from multi-

wavelength photometry, and infer gas masses from either
dust-corrected H� or H� SFRs or SED SFRs if Balmer lines
are unavailable.
We use the 3D kinematic models (MISFIT) developed in

Price et al. (2016) to measure the galaxy kinematics from
the misaligned galaxy-slit MOSFIRE observations. We use
these models to measure both rotation and velocity disper-
sions from the 2D spectra for the 108 galaxies which have
robust rotation detections. For the remaining 600 galaxies,
we measure galaxy-integrated 1D velocity dispersions and
use the kinematic models to convert the observed velocity
dispersions into combined kinematic rms velocities and dy-
namical masses, assuming a fixed ratio (V ∕�V ,0)RE . These
(V ∕�V ,0)RE are derived as ensemble averages for the galax-
ies without detected rotation within bins of redshift, stellar
mass, SSFR, RE , and Σbar,e by removing any trend between
log10(Mdyn∕Mbaryon) and axis ratio b∕a (i.e., inclination).
We explore the relation between the ratio of rotation to ve-

locity dispersion, (V ∕�V ,0)2.2, as a function of stellar mass,
SSFR, Σbar,e, and redshift. We find that (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 in-
creases with increasing stellar mass and decreases with in-
creasing SSFR. These trends may indicate that these galax-
ies are marginally stable (Toomre 1964), where galaxies with
lower gas fractions (e.g., lower SSFR or higher stellar mass)
will naturally have less turbulent motions. We additionally
examine the relation between V2.2 and �V ,0 and stellar mass,
SSFR, Σbar,e, and redshift for the galaxies with detected rota-
tion. We find that V2.2 is most correlated with M∗, and that
�V ,0 is most correlated with Σbar,e. There are weak, less-
significant trends between �V ,0-M∗ and V2.2-SSFR, and no
correlation between �V ,0 and SSFR. At fixed stellar mass, we
see suggestive trends of V2.2 increasing and �V ,0 decreasing
over time, but these trends are also generally consistent with
no evolution given the uncertainties.
Using the mass measurements, we find that the median

offset between dynamical and baryonic masses, Δ log10M =
log10(Mdyn∕Mbaryon), decreases with increasing redshift.
The offset is relatively constant with stellar mass at fixed
redshift. In contrast, we find that both larger galaxies and
galaxies with lower surface densities tend to have higher mass
offsets (i.e., lower fbar). The observed mass offset evolution
implies an evolving dark matter fraction, where galaxies at
z ≳ 2 are very strongly baryon dominated within their ef-
fective radii. The evolution of fbar does not appear to be
controlled by a single galaxy property, but instead reflects the
intertwined effects of galaxy mass-size growth, gas fraction,
and halo growth and evolution.
However, we find tension between the dynamical and bary-

onic masses at z ≳ 2, particularly for galaxies with small
sizes or high densities. For these galaxies, the measured
baryonic masses exceed the estimated dynamical masses (i.e.,
Mdyn < Mbaryon). This mass discrepancy could be explained
for a number of these galaxies having an offset Schmidt re-
lation with higher star-formation efficiencies (i.e., a smaller
Σgas,e can sustain the same ΣSFR), or if the galaxies have a
higher virial coefficient ktot (i.e., more spherical mass dis-
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tributions). Nonetheless, our conclusions that galaxies be-
come more baryon dominated towards higher redshifts and
that massive galaxies generally have marginally-stable disks
by z ∼ 2 are fairly robust even in the face of these measure-
ment tensions.
The approach of using multiplexing, seeing-limited NIR

spectrographs to constrain the average properties of high-
redshift galaxies allows us to study kinematics for one of the
largest samples of star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 − 3, using
a homogenous data set to extend down to much lower stel-
lar masses than other surveys over a large range in redshift.
However, further observations are necessary to reconcile the
tension between the dynamical and baryonic masses at high
redshifts and small sizes. In particular, direct observations
of molecular gas masses are necessary to accurately measure
baryonic masses. Detailed follow-up observations with adap-
tive optics-assisted integral-field unit (IFU) spectrographs are
also crucial to better constrain the dynamical structures of
these galaxies with unphysical baryon fractions.
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APPENDIX

A. KINEMATIC RECOVERY TESTS WITH MISFIT

Kinematics derived from slit spectra where the galaxy major axis and slit are misaligned suffer from a number of observational
challenges. Any rotation signal will be blurred as velocities from multiple radii are sampled within a given spatial slice, and some
kinematic signal will be lost as portions of the galaxy fall outside of the slit. We account for the effects of galaxy-slit misalignments
by fitting the kinematics using the forward models of MISFIT, which we developed and first presented in Price et al. (2016) (see
also Section 3.1). However, the combined effects of galaxy size, slit misalignment, inclination, PSF FWHM and S/N complicates
the recovery of the intrinsic kinematics, and thus may introduce scatter or bias in population-wide trends. In this appendix, we fit
mock galaxy spectra with MISFIT and examine how well kinematics are recovered under a variety of observational conditions,
in order to quantify the scatter and bias in our kinematic measurements.
We first generate a set of 1000 mock galaxies at z = 2, each with Va = 100 km∕s, �V ,0 = 50 km∕s, turnover radius rt = 0.′′2,

Sérsic index n = 1.8 (typical for emission line profiles at z ∼ 0.7− 1.5; Nelson et al. 2016), and intrinsic axis ratio q0 = 0.19. We
assume an instrument resolution of �inst = 40 km∕s, which is typical for MOSFIRE in the K band (observing H� at z ∼ 2). The
following parameters are then randomly drawn from uniform ranges: galaxy-slit misalignment ΔPA ∈ [−90◦, 90◦], inclination
i ∈ [0◦, 90◦] (face-on to edge-on), effective radius RE ∈ [0.′′1, 1.′′25], PSF FWHM ∈ [0.′′4, 1.′′0], and central S/N per pixel
∈ [3, 20]. The kinematic parameters are chosen to be fairly typical for our sample. The free parameters intervals (S/N, FWHMPSF,
RE , ΔPA, and i) are selected to cover the general range of values seen in the MOSDEF sample.
For each mock galaxy, we construct a model spectrum using the given fixed and randomly drawn structural and kinematic

parameters, assuming the PSF is Gaussian. Random noise is then added so that the central S/N per pixel equals the randomly
selected SNR. Next, we use MISFIT to analyze the kinematics for each mock realization, using the same procedure used in the
main analysis (see Section 3.1). From these results, we derive the best-fit V2.2, �V ,0, and (V ∕�V ,0)2.2, and calculateMdyn (using
V (RE), �V ,0, and RE) as in Section 3.3. Each mock observation is then classified as spatially resolved/aligned with detected
rotation or with rotation limits, or as unresolved/misaligned following the criteria given in Section 3.1.
We show the offset between the input and recovered values of V2.2, �V ,0, (V ∕�V ,0)2.2, andMdyn (top to bottom) versus central

S/N per pixel, PSF FWHM, emission line resolution D50,emis∕FWHMPSF, galaxy-slit misalignment |ΔPA|, and inclination i (left
to right) in Figure 9. Overall, the parameters are recovered well on average, with little bias between the input and recovered
parameters for both the full sample and for the subsample of resolved/aligned and rotation-detected mock observations. While
the values are recovered well on average, there are relatively large scatters in the recovered V2.2, (V ∕�V ,0)2.2, and Mdyn for the
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Figure 9. Test of MISFIT kinematic measurements for 2D spectra under a variety of observational conditions. We show the recov-
ery of V2.2, �V ,0, (V ∕�V ,0)2.2, and Mdyn (top to bottom) as a function of central S/N per pixel, PSF FWHM, emission line spatial resolution
(D50,emis∕FWHMPSF), galaxy major axis-slit misalignment (|ΔPA|), and inclination (left to right). Mock observations are marked as spatially
resolved/aligned with detected rotation (blue circles) or with rotation limits (green triangles), or as unresolved/misaligned (red squares). For
reference, the resolved/aligned criteria are shown as vertical gray dashed lines in theD50,emis∕FWHMPSF and |ΔPA| panels. The running median
value offsets are shown in each panel for both the full mock sample and for only the resolved/aligned objects with detected rotation (black solid
and blue dashed lines, respectively). The global median offset and rms scatter are also listed for the full and resolved/aligned, rotation-detected
samples. Overall, the kinematic parameters are recovered fairly well on average, especially for mock objects which are spatially resolved/aligned
and have detected rotation.

full mock set (∼ 0.25 − 0.4 dex), though there is a lower scatter in the recovered �V ,0 (0.07 dex). The scatter in the recovered
parameters are lower when considering only the subset of mock observations which meet the resolution/alignment and detection
cuts (∼ 0.1 − 0.15 dex for V2.2, (V ∕�V ,0)2.2, andMdyn, and 0.04 dex for �V ,0).
We see no systematic trends in the parameter recovery with central S/N per pixel or PSF FWHM. We see a slight trend of lower

V2.2 and (V ∕�V ,0)2.2 when the emission line is barely resolved or unresolved (i.e., low D50,emis∕FWHMPSF), so we thus restrict
2D kinematic fitting to galaxies withD50,emis∕FWHMPSF ≥ 0.8 (similar to the recovery results of Simons et al. 2016). There is a
noticeable trend where V2.2, (V ∕�V ,0)2.2, andMdyn are overestimated for large slit-galaxy misalignments, justifying the alignment
cut where we do not fit 2D kinematics when |ΔPA| > 45◦. Finally, we see slight overestimates of V2.2, (V ∕�V ,0)2.2, andMdyn for
more face-on mock objects. However, this trend is not seen for the resolved/aligned and rotation-detected sample, as the kinematic
quality cut appears to remove the objects most impacted by the face-on uncertainties.
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Figure 10. Comparison of different SFR measurement methods for galaxies at z ∼ 2. The ratio of H�, AV dust corrected (left), H�, AV dust
corrected (center), and SED (right) SFRs to H�, Balmer-decrement corrected SFRs are shown versus stellar mass. Galaxy colors indicate the
SED-derived AV values. The median offset for each comparison is shown with a solid black line, and no offset is marked with dashed gray lines.
On average the H�, AV and H�, AV SFRs agree well with the Balmer-decrement corrected H� SFRs, though we do observe a fair amount of
scatter (�rms∼ 0.2 − 0.3 dex). The SED SFRs tend to be lower than the Balmer-decrement corrected H� SFRs (Δ log10 SFR = −0.23 dex, with
�rms = 0.35 dex). This offset implies that on average, the inferredMgas andMbaryon would be higher if Balmer-decrement corrected H� SFRs
could be used instead of SED SFRs. This change would amplify, not reduce, the tension betweenMbaryon andMdyn.

Overall, this test demonstrates that while kinematics of individual objects may not be precisely recovered (resulting in scatter
which may impact the recovery of trends when using individual measurements), the ensemble sample kinematic properties are
well recovered with MISFIT, and thus our results do not suffer greatly from measurement biases.

B. COMPARISON OF MIXED SFR INDICATORS AND KINEMATICS FROM DIFFERENT EMISSION LINES
Successfully comparing trends of structure, kinematics, and matter content between different cosmic epochs requires either

using the same measurement tracers, or characterizing any bias between the tracers. In this appendix, we investigate whether
biases arise in our analysis from using a combination of different SFR indicators and kinematics from different emission lines.
In this analysis, we use a “ladder” of SFR indicators, preferring Balmer-decrement corrected H� SFRs when available (323

galaxies), but otherwise using (in order of preference), AV corrected H� SFRs (189 galaxies), AV corrected H� SFRs (118
galaxies), or SED SFRs (78 galaxies), with AV = AV, neb inferred from SED-fit AV, cont values. To test the accuracy of the lower-
priority SFR indicators relative to the best-available Balmer-decrement corrected H� SFRs, we select galaxies at z ∼ 2which have
secure (S∕N ≥ 3) H� and H� detections. We restrict this test to only galaxies at z ∼ 2 to provide the closest-available analogs
to galaxies at z ∼ 3, where only AV-corrected H� and SED SFRs are available. We then alternatively derive the AV-corrected
H� and H� SFRs, as well as the SED SFRs, using the FAST SED fit results (see Section 2.1). The offset between each of these
lower-priority SFR indicators and the Balmer-decrement corrected H� SFRs are shown in Figure 10.
We find excellent agreement between the AV-corrected H� and H� SFRs and the Balmer-decrement corrected H� SFRs

(Δ log10 SFR ∼ 0.02− 0.04 dex), though there is a fair amount of scatter between the indicators (�rms ∼ 0.2− 0.3 dex). However,
we find the SED SFRs are lower than the Balmer-decrement corrected H� SFRs by −0.23 dex, with a moderately large scatter of
0.35 dex. This offset implies that the SED SFR-inferredMgas andMbaryon would underestimate the values derived from Balmer-
decrement corrected H� SFRs. Thus accounting for this offset would lead to higher Mbaryon, increasing the tension between
Mbaryon and Mdyn. Therefore, this bias cannot explain the observed tension between the dynamical and baryonic masses, but
would rather amplify the problem. We do note that intrinsic differences between galaxies at z ∼ 2 and z ∼ 3 may impact the
accuracy of SED modeling, which could potentially lead to cases at z ∼ 3 where SED SFRs actually overestimate H� SFRs (i.e.,
the very high SSFR objects at z ∼ 3; Figure 1). If objects had higher SED than H� SFRs,Mbaryon and the baryon fraction would
be overestimated when using SED SFRs, which could potentially explain some of the dynamical-baryon mass tension. Also,
the scatter between these indicators could potentially affect the quantification of trends involving individual galaxies and not just
median values.
Next, we turn to potential biases from kinematic measurements with different emission lines. In our analysis, we use a mix of

2D and 1D measurements from H� (493 galaxies), [OIII] (210 galaxies), and H� (5 galaxies). Thus, we select objects for which
we have measurements of both [OIII] and H� or H� and H�. As with the SFR method comparison, we select galaxies at z ∼ 2 to
provide the best analogs to the z ∼ 3 subsample. For this test, we do not require all three lines to be detected for each object, as
the spectral coverage and skyline contamination of our spectra make clean kinematic measurements of all three lines in a single
object relatively rare.
We first compare the 1D kinematics from different lines, as shown in Figure 11. The �V , 1D values from H�, [OIII], and H�

agree very well on average, with offsets of only −0.02 dex between [OIII] or H� and H�. We do find some scatter (�rms∼ 0.1 dex
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Figure 12. Comparison of V2.2 (left), �V ,0 (center), andMdyn (right) measured with different lines for resolved/aligned galaxies with detected
rotation at z ∼ 2. Offsets between [OIII] or H� and H� are shown as orange and blue circles, respectively. The median offsets are marked with
dashed-dotted lines of the same colors, and the dashed gray lines mark no offset. The offsets are generally small (at most, ∼0.1 dex).

and ∼ 0.2 dex for [OIII] vs. H� and H� vs. H�, respectively), but overall mixing 1D dispersions measured from different emission
lines likely does not introduce any bias into our analysis.
Finally, we compare the 2D kinematics measured from H�, [OIII], and H�. In Figure 12, we compare the values of V2.2, �V ,0,

and Mdyn measured from 2D fitting of [OIII] or H� with those from H�. The values measured from H� and the other lines
are generally in good agreement, with at most a ∼ 0.1 dex offset. We do find a fair amount of scatter in the recovered values,
but this is generally smaller than the uncertainty in the offsets. Nonetheless, as with the kinematic recovery and SFR indicator
tests, the scatter between the different emission lines’ 2D kinematics could possibly influence the investigated galaxy property
trends. Although the 2D comparison sample is small, this test suggests that the results derived from different emission lines are
compatible, so that mixing of kinematic tracers does not systematically impact our results.
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Table 1. Median kinematic properties, resolved/aligned galaxies with detected rotation

Median properties

Redshift Bin N ⟨z⟩ ⟨log10(M∗)⟩ ⟨log10(SSFR)⟩ ⟨log10(RE )⟩ ⟨(V ∕�V ,0)RE ⟩ ⟨(V ∕�V ,0)2.2⟩ ⟨|V2.2|⟩ ⟨�V ,0⟩

— [log10(M⊙)] [log10(yr−1)] [log10(kpc)] — — [km∕s] [km∕s]

[8, 9.75] 7 1.58 9.48 -8.74 0.36 1.1+1.0−0.4 1.4+1.0−0.6 39+26−6 43+5−11
log10(M∗) = [9.75, 10.25] 23 1.54 10.02 -8.91 0.55 1.6+0.3−0.3 2.0+0.3−0.5 135+3−32 64+3−9

[10.25, 12] 14 1.53 10.69 -9.14 0.66 2.8+0.3−0.8 3.4+0.4−0.9 194+39−13 71+9−11
[−11,−8.9] 22 1.54 10.12 -9.12 0.58 1.8+0.6−0.3 2.1+0.7−0.4 130+15−20 64+5−9

1.3 ≤ z ≤ 1.8 log10(SSFR) = [−8.9,−8.4] 21 1.54 10.13 -8.78 0.53 1.7+0.3−0.4 2.1+0.4−0.4 140+3−34 59+2−9
[−8.4,−7.0] 1 1.46 9.84 -8.36 0.74 2.2+5.4−1.0 2.7+6.1−1.4 194+93−63 72+37−47

[6.0, 8.6] 23 1.53 9.99 -8.98 0.60 1.7+0.3−0.4 2.1+0.2−0.6 92+20−10 59+2−10
log10(Σbar ) = [8.6, 9.1] 19 1.54 10.29 -8.89 0.46 2.0+0.4−0.4 2.6+0.5−0.5 162+18−19 72+4−14

[9.1, 13.0] 2 1.53 10.49 -8.64 0.40 2.1+4.1−0.7 2.4+4.6−0.6 160+64−79 93+98−21

Full redshift bin 44 1.54 10.11 -8.90 0.57 1.8+0.3−0.2 2.1+0.4−0.3 136+6−20 61+3−6
[8, 9.75] 7 2.22 9.52 -8.42 0.34 1.4+0.7−0.6 1.8+1.0−0.8 91+12−32 63+8−19

log10(M∗) = [9.75, 10.25] 21 2.29 9.98 -8.80 0.46 1.1+0.2−0.2 1.3+0.4−0.2 97+15−14 66+5−6
[10.25, 12] 21 2.27 10.48 -8.74 0.63 1.4+0.1−0.3 1.8+0.0−0.4 111+25−3 79+5−8
[−11,−8.9] 9 2.21 10.14 -9.04 0.43 1.5+0.4−0.4 1.8+0.5−0.4 129+7−32 73+5−14

2.0 ≤ z ≤ 2.6 log10(SSFR) = [−8.9,−8.4] 31 2.28 10.27 -8.74 0.57 1.4+0.1−0.3 1.6+0.2−0.3 107+14−9 71+7−4
[−8.4,−7.0] 9 2.41 9.91 -8.18 0.43 0.8+0.3−0.2 1.0+0.3−0.3 91+6−38 63+10−2

[6.0, 8.6] 14 2.21 9.98 -8.83 0.58 1.4+0.2−0.3 1.8+0.3−0.4 116+4−26 69+4−14
log10(Σbar ) = [8.6, 9.1] 27 2.28 10.16 -8.74 0.52 1.2+0.2−0.2 1.6+0.1−0.4 99+15−10 68+8−4

[9.1, 13.0] 8 2.31 10.54 -8.55 0.38 1.4+0.1−0.5 1.8+0.0−0.7 122+24−27 80+7−8
Full redshift bin 49 2.27 10.15 -8.74 0.52 1.3+0.0−0.3 1.6+0.0−0.3 107+7−12 70+4−4

[8, 9.75] 8 3.21 9.40 -8.07 0.34 1.1+0.6−0.3 1.4+0.6−0.4 71+27−8 68+5−15
log10(M∗) = [9.75, 10.25] 7 3.24 9.92 -8.36 0.32 0.9+0.3−0.3 1.1+0.3−0.4 83+20−19 77+12−9

[10.25, 12] 0 — — — — — — — —
[−11,−8.9] 0 — — — — — — — —
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Full redshift bin 15 3.23 9.67 -8.34 0.32 1.0+0.2−0.2 1.2+0.3−0.3 79+19−11 74+7−10
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Table 2. Median kinematic properties, unresolved/misaligned and undetected rotation galaxies

Median properties

Redshift Bin N ⟨z⟩ ⟨log10(M∗)⟩ ⟨log10(SSFR)⟩ ⟨log10(RE )⟩ ⟨(V ∕�V ,0)RE ⟩
a

⟨(V ∕�V ,0)2.2⟩a,b

— [log10(M⊙)] [log10(yr−1)] [log10(kpc)] — —

[8, 9.75] 59 1.53 9.51 -8.82 0.33 2.6+1.5−1.0 2.7+1.6−1.0

log10(M∗) = [9.75, 10.25] 55 1.53 9.95 -8.94 0.39 2.1+1.4−1.2 2.2+1.5−1.2
[10.25, 12] 55 1.47 10.54 -9.13 0.58 5.8+99−2.4 6.0+99−2.5

[−11,−8.9] 92 1.49 10.15 -9.18 0.51 5.1+99−2.0 5.3+99−2.1

1.3 ≤ z ≤ 1.8 log10(SSFR) = [−8.9,−8.4] 64 1.53 9.70 -8.72 0.38 2.0+1.0−0.7 2.1+1.0−0.7
[−8.4,−7.0] 13 1.57 9.83 -8.30 0.29 2.6+1.3−2.4 2.7+1.4−2.5

[6.0, 8.6] 73 1.53 9.64 -9.00 0.52 2.8+2.7−1.0 2.9+2.8−1.0

log10(Σbar ) = [8.6, 9.1] 73 1.50 10.23 -8.90 0.44 2.5+2.2−1.0 2.6+2.3−1.0
[9.1, 13.0] 23 1.51 10.13 -8.81 0.20 1.7+1.3−1.7 1.8+1.4−1.8

Full redshift bin 169 1.52 9.95 -8.93 0.44 3.4+1.6−1.0 3.5+1.7−1.0

[8, 9.75] 104 2.24 9.53 -8.61 0.21 0.6+1.0−0.6 0.6+1.0−0.6

log10(M∗) = [9.75, 10.25] 136 2.30 9.94 -8.76 0.31 1.8+1.1−0.7 1.9+1.1−0.7
[10.25, 12] 58 2.31 10.47 -8.76 0.45 2.2+1.8−1.5 2.3+1.9−1.6

[−11,−8.9] 77 2.30 10.00 -9.06 0.35 3.4+6.1−1.7 3.5+6.3−1.8

2.0 ≤ z ≤ 2.6 log10(SSFR) = [−8.9,−8.4] 156 2.28 9.89 -8.68 0.33 1.6+0.7−0.6 1.7+0.7−0.6
[−8.4,−7.0] 65 2.27 9.77 -8.26 0.20 0.0+1.2−0.0 0.0+1.2−0.0

[6.0, 8.6] 75 2.27 9.77 -8.84 0.54 0.0+0.9−0.0 0.0+0.9−0.0

log10(Σbar ) = [8.6, 9.1] 124 2.29 9.86 -8.70 0.33 1.8+1.1−0.9 1.9+1.1−0.9
[9.1, 13.0] 99 2.30 9.98 -8.48 0.11 0.0+0.9−0.0 0.0+0.9−0.0

Full redshift bin 298 2.29 9.86 -8.69 0.31 1.6+0.6−0.5 1.7+0.6−0.5

[8, 9.75] 56 3.23 9.53 -8.39 0.18 0.7+2.1−0.7 0.7+2.2−0.7

log10(M∗) = [9.75, 10.25] 58 3.18 9.95 -8.61 0.29 1.3+0.9−1.3 1.4+0.9−1.4
[10.25, 12] 19 3.23 10.39 -8.68 0.35 10.0+99−8.3 10.4+99−8.6

[−11,−8.9] 15 3.13 9.95 -8.97 0.30 0.0+1.8−0.0 0.0+1.9−0.0

2.9 ≤ z ≤ 3.8 log10(SSFR) = [−8.9,−8.4] 70 3.21 9.92 -8.64 0.29 2.0+1.5−0.9 2.1+1.6−0.9
[−8.4,−7.0] 48 3.28 9.67 -8.09 0.20 0.5+1.4−0.5 0.5+1.5−0.5

[6.0, 8.6] 18 3.17 9.69 -8.63 0.53 0.0+1.1−0.0 0.0+1.1−0.0

log10(Σbar ) = [8.6, 9.1] 59 3.19 9.90 -8.65 0.31 0.0+2.1−0.0 0.0+2.2−0.0
[9.1, 13.0] 56 3.25 9.82 -8.36 0.06 0.9+0.8−0.9 0.9+0.8−0.9

Full redshift bin 133 3.22 9.84 -8.50 0.26 1.1+0.9−1.1 1.1+0.9−1.1

a V ∕�V ,0 for the unresolved/misaligned and velocity-limit galaxies without constrained upper uncertainties (e.g., fit slope is consistent with
zero at maximum grid (V ∕�V ,0)RE = 10) have upper uncertainties marked as 99.

b Calculated assuming rt = 0.4Rs = 0.4∕1.676RE = 0.4∕2.2R2.2 for the unresolved/misaligned and velocity-limit galaxies.
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Table 3. Median mass offsetsa

⟨z⟩ ⟨log10(M∗)⟩ ⟨log10(SSFR)⟩ ⟨log10(RE )⟩ ⟨log10(Σbar )⟩ ⟨Δ log10M⟩

Redshift Bin N — [log10(M⊙)] [log10(yr−1)] [log10(kpc)] [log10(M⊙kpc
−2)] [dex]

[8, 9.75] 66 1.53 9.50 -8.82 0.34 8.39 0.16+0.12−0.04

log10(M∗) = [9.75, 10.25] 78 1.53 9.98 -8.94 0.44 8.60 0.19+0.03−0.05
[10.25, 12] 69 1.49 10.57 -9.13 0.62 8.81 0.18+0.05−0.04

[−11,−8.9] 114 1.50 10.14 -9.17 0.53 8.58 0.21+0.04−0.03

log10(SSFR) = [−8.9,−8.4] 85 1.53 9.82 -8.74 0.40 8.71 0.08+0.06−0.02
1.3 ≤ z ≤ 1.8 [−8.4,−7.0] 14 1.54 9.83 -8.31 0.29 8.85 0.15+0.15−0.08

RE = [0.0, 2.5] 83 1.52 9.70 -8.83 0.29 8.82 −0.02+0.05−0.03

[2.5, 15.0] 130 1.53 10.22 -9.05 0.59 8.56 0.25+0.04−0.03

[6.0, 8.6] 96 1.53 9.78 -9.00 0.54 8.35 0.30+0.04−0.06

log10(Σbar ) = [8.6, 9.1] 92 1.52 10.24 -8.89 0.45 8.83 0.12+0.01−0.04
[9.1, 13.0] 25 1.52 10.16 -8.75 0.20 9.21 −0.08+0.11−0.04

[8, 9.75] 111 2.24 9.53 -8.60 0.24 8.72 −0.09+0.03−0.04

log10(M∗) = [9.75, 10.25] 157 2.29 9.94 -8.78 0.34 8.90 −0.10+0.02−0.03
[10.25, 12] 79 2.30 10.47 -8.75 0.53 9.04 −0.06+0.08−0.05

[−11,−8.9] 86 2.29 10.01 -9.06 0.36 8.75 0.05+0.08−0.05

log10(SSFR) = [−8.9,−8.4] 187 2.28 9.93 -8.68 0.35 8.82 −0.08+0.03−0.02
2.0 ≤ z ≤ 2.6 [−8.4,−7.0] 74 2.28 9.78 -8.26 0.26 9.17 −0.23+0.04−0.03

RE = [0.0, 2.5] 207 2.28 9.79 -8.64 0.21 9.06 −0.13+0.03−0.02

[2.5, 15.0] 140 2.29 10.13 -8.78 0.57 8.64 −0.03+0.04−0.07

[6.0, 8.6] 89 2.26 9.80 -8.84 0.54 8.40 0.06+0.03−0.07

log10(Σbar ) = [8.6, 9.1] 151 2.29 9.92 -8.70 0.35 8.83 −0.08+0.03−0.03
[9.1, 13.0] 107 2.30 10.00 -8.48 0.14 9.32 −0.27+0.01−0.04

[8, 9.75] 64 3.23 9.52 -8.36 0.22 9.01 −0.19+0.08−0.10

log10(M∗) = [9.75, 10.25] 65 3.19 9.95 -8.56 0.29 9.02 −0.09+0.02−0.10
[10.25, 12] 19 3.23 10.39 -8.68 0.35 9.35 −0.17+0.13−0.21

[−11,−8.9] 15 3.13 9.95 -8.97 0.30 8.91 0.04+0.17−0.08

log10(SSFR) = [−8.9,−8.4] 76 3.21 9.91 -8.63 0.29 8.92 −0.09+0.01−0.05
2.9 ≤ z ≤ 3.8 [−8.4,−7.0] 57 3.27 9.67 -8.08 0.22 9.31 −0.28+0.05−0.06

RE = [0.0, 2.5] 110 3.23 9.76 -8.44 0.18 9.22 −0.22+0.05−0.04

[2.5, 15.0] 38 3.21 9.97 -8.61 0.49 8.72 −0.07+0.10−0.03

[6.0, 8.6] 19 3.16 9.66 -8.62 0.53 8.46 −0.04+0.01−0.06

log10(Σbar ) = [8.6, 9.1] 68 3.21 9.88 -8.56 0.31 8.87 −0.07+0.04−0.08
[9.1, 13.0] 61 3.25 9.81 -8.30 0.09 9.47 −0.29+0.03−0.05

a Including all galaxies, whereMdyn for unresolved/misaligned and velocity limit galaxies are calculated using the median V ∕� for each respective bin.
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